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ed to: cffei-- the position tokR. "It.
Pratt,! of Ptfcbirg, Pa., and a wire,
was sent td Mr. Pratt at once, apprising him of. the'action of the board,o
and requesting him to come to Alamo-gordas soon as possible and look
the ground over before giving them
an answer. It was decided also that
it would be impossible to begin the
1909-1session sooner than the 15th
of October, but it is the intention of
the board to open the session at that
time.
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PRESIDENT

races at Kiel .and.; Marblehead, he recently retired as commander-in-chie- f
of the Imperial navy, to be succeeded
by Prince Henry, of Prussia. He consented, however, to accept the presidency of the German navy league, and
his appointment to the Hudson-Fulto;
command is both a compliment to
his own honorable career and to this
His fleet consists of the
country.
cruisers Dresden (3,544 tons); Her-tha(5,569); Victoria Luise, (5,569)
I
and Bremen (3,200).
France sends three battleships under
WHITNEY HASTENING BACK
Admiral le Pord the Verite (14,635
TO CONFIRM COOK'S STORY
tons),. Justice (14,435) and Liberte,
(14,635). Italy sends two the Etru-ri- a
Indian Harbor. Sent. 25. The relief
and Etna; the Argentine Repub- TAFT AT SALT, LAKE
havarrived
UTILIZES
here,
VIE
ship Jeannie has
SAYS HE WILL NOT MEET SENAT ENGLAND
AND GERMANY
MILLIONS JOIN IN HUDSON-FULTOMexico
and
lic, the .Netherlands,
on board Harry Whitney, the
ing
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LATTER
each.
BAILEY
UNLESS
UNITED
one
OR
THE
STATES
WITH
Cuba,
IN NEW
CELEBRATION
young sportsman to whom Dr. Cook
NEEDED RESPITE
SO REQUESTS
SHOWING OFF WARSHIPS
YORK
says he told his story of his dash to
BUSY TERM OF COURT
the north pole. Whitney announced
FOR COLFAX COUNTY
his arrival by wireless to friends at
RECEPTION
New Haven, Conn., last night and says GIVES
HIS REASONS WHY A WONDERFUL SPECTACLE
JSJNFORMAL
Chief Justice W. J. Mills, other
IEG1NNINGJUSP1C10US he expects to reach the United States
court officials and several local athv next week. The Jeannie also res
AT COMMERCIAL
the captain anJr owner and a SAYS HE IS WORKING FOR DE ENGLISH FLAGSHIP INFLEXIBLE torneys leave tomorrow for Raton, in BREAKFASTS
REPLICAS OF THE CLERMONT cued
which city district court for Colfax
crew of six of the Dundee whaler
AND
FAMOUS
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CLUB
FIGHTAND
ALL
OF
CONGRESS
PEER
MOCRATIC
THE
MOON
LEAD
AND HALF.
county convenes on Monday morning.
Snowdrop wrecked at Cape Haven in
BEACH
SALTAIR
FRAMING1
ING
PLATFORM
VESSELS
PAGEANT
over
The
court
WATER
100
GREAT
docket includes
1908. The crew had suffered greatly
cases of various criminal and civil
from hunger rfnd privations for a
degrees and .will probably Consume a
year and were long ago given' up as
CLUB
OF COUNTRY
GUEST
MIGHT SPOIL THESE PLANS PRESENT FOR CELEBRATION four weeks' court sitting.
WARSHIPS FIRE SALUTE lost.
The chief criminal cases set for
trial and which will come up in the
MACKAY DENIES REPORTED
order herein named are the John HERE CHIEF EXECUTIVE PLAYS
TELEGRAPH CO. MERGER BELIEVES
PARTICIPAT
VERBAL FOREIGN NATIONS
PROPOSED
PARADE WILL BE REPEATED TOand the Elbert Harmon mur-de'- r
Jenkins
GOLF, HIS FAVORITE
ING IN THE HUDSON-FULTONIGHT AMID BLAZE OF
CONTROVERSY WOULD DEtrials
and the Henry Farr French
H.
25.
Clarence
New York, Sept.
PASTIME
TERCENTENARY
FIREWORKS
TRACT FROM REAL ISSUE
railroad holdup case.
Mackay, who arrived from Europe
conmeets
The
which
grand jury
yesterday on the steamship
when asked about the truth of
Salt Lake, Sept. 25. President Taft
New York. Sept. 25. With more current with' the sitting of the court,
25. Replying
New York, Sept. 25. The boom of
Texas.
Paso.
El
Sept.
Santi Is spending the day in comparatrfre
appeared in the to he
he meet U. S. than three score of the picked fight will, doubtless,, indict Carlos
the sunrise guns awoke New York the report which the
that
proposal
few
a
country
this morning to celebrate the honoring press throughout
in a joint debate here ing ships of eight nations swinging at and Martin Garcia, both of Dawson, quiet in Salt Lake City and is enjoythat the Postal Senator Bailey
for murder.
ing a rest from railroad travel. The
of Henry Hudson and Robert Fulton weeks ago to the effect
W.
J.
Bryan today sent the anchor in the Hudson river, awaiting
Monday,
had absorbed the
The principal civil cases will in- day began with breakfast at the Comthat Hudson Telegraph company
from
Vail, Ari the coming of the Clermont and the
It was toward the river
telegram
following
said:
Half Moon, sightseers at the, Hudson- clude the Utah Construction Co.. vs. mercial club. Afterwards he attenddiscovered and on- - which Fulton Western Union, Postal
zona:
"Neither the
company nor
secure a Pulton celebration looked upon the the St. L. R. M. & P., railroad; the ed' an organ recital in the Mormon
to
launched the first steamboat that five
am
"I
endeavoring
Two the Mackay companies have entered democratic majority in the next
most impressive assembly of foreign Springer Ditch Co., vs. the French tabernacle, leaving afterwards for
million people turned today.
rewith, or for the
a
tentative
million lined the shores from the Bat into an agreement
and
plat
warships that has probably ever been Land and Irrigation Co., and C. N. Saltair beach, the famous bathing
propose
purchase or lease of the Western form, which I will ask the democrats in American waters. Riding in the Blackwell vs: the Board of Colfax sort, where luncheon was served. In
tery to Spuyten Duyfll, two million Union
or the purchase of its stock and to
president went to
more lined the Jersey shore, and one
accent, reject or, amend. Believ- river between 44th street and Spuy- - county commissioners, this latter case the afternoon thewere
he played golf,
the Country club
million saw the pageant from Brook- neither the Postal company nor the ing such a debate would turn the at- ton Duyvil, besides the fifty vessels dealing with county bonds.
Mackay companies contemplate doing tention of individuals from the issue of the United States Atlantic fleet,
has greatly
which
he
a
recreation
will
lyn and Staten Island.
Colfax
The
request
county bar
The celebration opened with the as so. Competition will continue."
at" stake, I should prefer
separate under Rear Admiral Seaton Schroed- from Judge Mills a supplementary missed since the beginning of his
.
sembling of a naval pageant in the
meetings unless Senator Bailey makes er, the foreign navies are represented term of court to enable the clearing tour.
a personal request for a joint meet- by sixteen fighting craft in all. Great of the county docket of many old civil
upper bay. Four American cruisers RAILROAD PROMOTER IS
SUED FOR LARGE SUM ing."
and five submarines acted as an es
Britain has four, Germany has four cases which have become practically FORMER LAS VEGAS EDITdR
cort to the Clermont and the Half
also, France has two, Italy has two,
GAINING FAME AND FORTUNE
current court sessions.
Moon. The Clermont and Half Moon
Mexico has one. Argentine has one habitual to
Chicago, Sept. 25. Edward Kenne- PRISONER GIVES GRANT
one.
met off St. George. Then with the dy, of Houston, Texas, who is in
has
Cuba
and
. COUNTY SHERIFF SLIP
Lute Wilcox, of the Denver "Fif d
escort trailing to the rear these two Chicago to promote a new' railroad beTheir massive hulls tugging lazily STRAIN ON TELEGRAPHERS
s- crafts, duplicates of the originals in tween El Paso, Roswell, N. M., and
CAUSES NERVOUS COLLAPSE and Farm," who got most of his ne
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at
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anchorages
represent
25.
Gus
N.
M.,
Sept.
Albuquerque,
of
Tlie
as
editor
every respect, cruised along the Brook- Altus, Okla., was served here yester
city
paper training
highest development in construction
lyn shore. Meanwhile the rest of the day with the summons in a suit for Gray, the Grant county negro, arrested from the great
an insert
shipyards on the Clyde
An interesting feature of telegraph Optic, is soon to publish
naval parade was assembling, and as 8250,000 brought in the circuit court here Tuesday, having in his posses
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best
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certain
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moon entered against him and " his railroad
me werraoiii ana
by mondg stolen from a Silver
i ne trimmest nearly always the stumbling block. a specialty of "western historical matCity room- naval constructors.
Ken-the mouth of the Hudson river, the Charles B. Duffy, of St. Loui3.
fleet The most freauent are "C" and "Y"
the
of
of
the
i
France,
ters,
pick
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secured
lease
ff"new
ing
house,
today
other vessels fell in behind.
nedy ,says he only met Duffy a lew
of Italy, are most impressive
Wiloox Is also comflfVllrg -- "Tolmo
the code signals used for these
that
is,
As the Clermont and Half Moon times and that he gave Duffy a chance of liberty, and this without the for
from, the old world to the new. letters. When a sender begins to be of Mexican stories in English, the
met off St. George, the Clermont ram- to make good in raising funds for mality of a bail bond.
Swift cruisers with triple expansion "conscious" about bo common
a let same to be published in New York.
Early this morning Sheriff McGrath
med the Half Moon, doing slight dam- the railroad, but that Duffy never raisand a deputy from Grant county call engines and long rakish lines like ter a fC," his case soon becomes a This work will contain everything he
'
V
ed a cent.
age.
ed at the Bernalillo county jail and greyhounds of the ocean; massive hopeless one. Another form of cramp can run across in the way' of folklore
With smoke pouring from its ansecured the prisoner for the purpose battleships mounted from turrets to attacks the receiver of the message. love songs and all the simple little
the Clermont, made CALM FOLLOWS NIGHT
funnel,
tiquated
of taking him back to Silver jity to the fighting tops with batteries of It takes the form of inability to write sentimentalities which these
'
OF VIOLENCE AT BUTTE
good headway, puffing and grunting
people
stand trial for the theft of the dia- the highest type, swift torpedo boats fast enough to take down a message possess in an
under its own steam. The Half Moon
Such
degree.
exquisite
"boat destroyers, wonderand
untorpedo
monds.
of
the
is
their
This
transmitted.
man,
Securing
easily
was towed for some distance when
a work has never before been at
Butte, Sept. 25, After a night giv- ficers decorated
ful submarines every type of fighting quickly
him
of
with
a
it
is
remembered
when'
rair
derstood
that
she Btruck a favorable slant of wind en over to vidlence and gun plays,
steel handcuffs. Arriving at the train ship known to the United States and a receiver often has to write contin- tempted.
and then proceeded under canvas Butte
Wilcox, not to be outdone, has also
faced an entire
shut from the police station the prisouar eight other navies, four of them uously to code dictation, so to speak,
with Lieutenant Lam, of the Dutch down oftoday
its mines and smelters. A
in the smoking car in world powers, are in this impressive for hours at a time. The strain is so in the course of preparation a volume
navy, costumed as Henry Hudson, on conference was called for at noon wag placed
enormous and leads commonly to of cowboy stories and one of general
charge of the deputy, while the sher assembly.
the poop.
the miners' union and the iff retired to the sleeper to rest. The The United States Atlantic fleet un- what is practically a form of ner- western poetry. It will comprise a
It took hours to straighten out the between
set of three or four books, which the
in an effort to come prisoner promptly fell asleep, and in der command of Rear Admiral Seaton vous breakdown.
mass of boats and it was after 1 mine officials
compiler hopes to make the crowning
o'clock when the formation was com- to some- settlement of the fight be- ahisshort time the deputy, wearied by Schroeder, is represented by the bat'
engilong trip from the Grant county tleships Connecticut, (16,000 tons), WAR DEPARTMENT ANXIOUS
' success of his life.
plete. First came the police patrol tween the miners and hoisting resulttown, likewise dozed.
Wilcox writes to friends In Las Veflagship; Vermont, (16,000); Kansas
boats and torpedo boats, then the neers' union, which yesterday
CONCERNING
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CUTTER'S
The officer had scarcely closed his (16,000), Louisiana, (16,000), Minnegas that, aside from going blind, he
Clermont and Half Moon with the im ed In a walkout of 80 per cent of the
eyes in slumber when the negro arose, sota, (16,000); New Hampshire,
mediate escort of cruisers and sub miners employed.
25. Inquiries are has succeeded in life very well. HoSept
Washington
Idaho,
tripped lightly to the door of the car
Mississippi, (13,000);
marines, then five squadrons of steam
made by the insular bureau of is now in the enjoyment of fine
Aland disappeared in the gloom.
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years of age,
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miles an hour. The procession was
captured by Mora pirates,, and its man begins to take on at least a little
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fifteen miles long when it reached the
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North
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Half Moon passed alone between the of the independent party here.
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at the war department.
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AT DIFFERENT PRICES.
while the rest of the procession pass- dependent candidate will oppose the
Moulins,
France, Sept. 25. The cruisers Chester, Birmingham and SUSPECTED ROBBER TRIES
ed close to the Jersey shore.
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a
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knots; and
the little vessels passed a royal salute The prohibition candidates are on a
The Harvey systems Issues "D," "J"'
was fired. The Clermont and Half platform promising the extinction of exploded in the air near here today fleet of five submarines and twenty-fou- r
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While
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25. While the patrol and "K" series of permits, upon the
killing
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boats
and
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destroyers,
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Moon only went to 110th street, where frogs inhabiting
torpedo
near
the
ponds
presentation of which, when the perother auxiliaries.
wagon was taking G. W. Marvin, the sons
the land ceremonies took place. These town by filling in the ponds. Whether the balloon was running at a high
are not known personally, only
Rear Admiral Seaton Schroeder is alleged Union Pacific train robber,
Included
Governor the independents win or not the frogs rate of speed and was apparently unby
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gospel only, though members of "the.'
petition the president to place Ad- cape, but he was clubbed into sub- cloth" ought to be recognized on.
mission.
miral
in
commend was promptDewey
NEW SUPERINTENDENT
Seattle, Sept. 25. The sovereign LEANDRO MARTINEZ AND
Besides these
sight easily enough.
ly halted Ty Admiral Dewey himself,
FOR BLIND ASYLUM grand lodge of the Independent Order
PALS CONFESS HOLD-Useries of eating house permits, every
who
BANK
ROBBERY
said that his health and age BOLD
of Odd Fellows, which has been in
other
person has a numwould not permit him to undertake
COMMITTED IN ILLINOIS bered privileged
each one a different,
Trinidad, Sept. 25. Leandro MarAlamogordo, N. M., Sept. 25. The session here this week, concluded its
permit,
number. Railroad men with a train
has confessed that eight days of full dress duty and banboard of directors of the New Mexico work and adjourned late yeBterday. tinez,
Mount Vernon, Ills., Sept. 25. The are fed for twenty-fiv- e
blind institute held a session here this 'The lodge decided to establish a tu-- ; he was the moving spirit in the at- queting. The appointment of Adcents, while
to these waters is re- Bank at Bulford, seven miles east of railroaders on dress parade are reweek. There were several matters berculosis sanitarium for the whole tempt to hold up and rob the Gray miral Seymour
as
another
evidence
garded
of
was
King
wrecked
and
to plank down fifty cents for a
here,
by dynamite
up for discussion, but the principal order and a committee was appoint-te- Creek paymaster of the
Edward's tact. Admiral Seymour was the entire contents of the safe stolen quired
meal. Townspeople pay seventy-fiv- e
to report on location and ways 14. Fuel company, of $ 10,000, August in command of the British
object of the meeting was to select a
in
fleet
seof
The
amount
booty
early today.
cents, as also do transients passing-througMartinez, Squick Kreeger and Manila
superintendent to take up the work and means, at the meeting at Atlanta, D. W.
Bay on the day when Commo- cured by the robbers is not known.
the city.
Bruce all entered pleas .of
of tne institute at once. It was decid- - next September.
dore
annihilated
Dewey
the
George
guilty in the district court here for
fleet,
Spanish
the
and
of
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the crime.
his captain, Sir Edward Chichester, to
the
German
commander
who inquired
VIOLENT ELECTRICAL
before
went into action and
STORM PLAYS HAVOC while (Dewey
the attitude of the German
fleet, then at anchor in the same
Chicago, Sept. 25. Violent electrical waters, was
a matter of anxiety,
earth currents, believed to emanate what action still,
the English proposed to
from the aurora borealis, today diswon
him
take,
in
turbed the telegraph service over the this country andinstant popularity
passed into history,
entire country. At seven o'clock this crystallized
in the aphorisms of Mr.
morning the wires were dead, but
This fall, right now, is not too soon, makers,' so that action might be had
The bold sneak thief, who has been was rewarded 4oi his trouble with a gradually resumed normal condition Dooley:
"That," said Sir Edward, with
the main at an early date.
every
practically
operating in the residence section of solid gold Eastern Star pin, a box during the day. It is said by the
ambiguity, "is a matter known residential streets $ree,;pn
The trees all over the city should be
the city for the past week, was at of jewelry, consisting of a gold ring weather bureau that the center of the only to Admiral
of
this
city should trimmed and at thisi
Dewey and myself,"
time of
and other trinkets of more or less magnetic storm is.ln Manitoba.
work again today.
Admiral Seymour became still bet be trimmed. The city council should Buch a campaign could be carried year
out
This morning, while Mrs. Henry value and several articles of clothing
'
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more
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at
once
an
draft
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ordinance
favorably
covering for the benefit of the trees and the
Chapman, wife of a Santa Fe brake-man- , He also helped himself to some LATE GOVERNOR JOHNSON
oc- the
the
international
Americang
during
"low limb" nuisance and appearance of the streets.
was. shopping down town, ine fruit in the pantry, evidently being
LEFT $18,000 TO WIDOW cupation of Pekin at the time of the see to its strict enforcement.
''
Las Vegas is richly favored with
thief visited the Chapman home at hungry.
Boxer
con-p- i
fleet
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uprising.
magnificent trees. At this stage the
305 Eighth street.
Entrance was
The robbery occurred between the
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all
in
from
Complaints
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of
coming
the
Inflexarmoured
cruisers
St.
25.
trees are getting large and unless they
The late Gov
Paul, Sept.
by cutting the screen of the hours of 9 and 11 o'clock this morn(17,500 tons) 25 knots;
Drake, parts of the city continually because are trimmed they will i lose their
rear door, breaking out the glass panel ing and that the thief did not carry ernor John A. Johnson, left no will ible.
24
of
this
(10,-85and
is
(14,100
it
that
tons)
knots; Argyll,'
puisance,
hoped
strength and their vigor in useless
of the door and climbing through this away more loot is probably due to but it Is understood that, it was his
tons), 25 knots, and the Duke of the council will take heed and get limbs and in awkward branches which
wish,, expressed, before he died, that
Mrs. Chapman's early return home.
email aperture.
.'"22
(15,550 tons)
knots.
will sooner or later be carried away
busy;
The thief ransacked the house from
The police were at once notified and his ntire j property be turned over Edinburgh,
Grand Admiral von Koester is also The streets and alleys committee of by the wind.
Some of the prettiest
one end to the other, throwing the immediately went to work on the case to Mrs. Johnson. It is estimated that well
the
council
to
known
an
draft
ordinance
Americans. An intimight
trees in the city have been killed by
contents of the bureau drawers and but up to this afternoon no trace has the value of the estate will not ex- mate
this
for
friend of the kaiser, fifty years covering
subject
presentation the wind this summer all because
trunks into the middle of the floor. He been secured of the thief.
ceed $18,000.
an officer, and one of the committee at the next meeting of the city law
they were not properly trimmed.
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THE RAILROAD WORLD

PASSENGER CREWS

man L. C. Trainer went out on the
yesterday.
Engineer C. A. Wolf laid off yesterday for one trip.
Engineer Louis Van Arsdale - has
taken up his duties again on 1214.
Engineer Arthur Lowe reported for
duty yesterday after a few days lay-

1217

SOON TO INCLUDE

.

ELECTRICIANS
BURLINGTON

ROAD
INSTALLS
ELECTRIC PLANTS ON. ITS
TRAINS

GREATLY

INCREASES SAFETY

Incandescent Lights Do Away With
the Old Gas On? and Reduce to
Minimum the Danger of Fire in
Case of Wrecks-A- ll
Through Trains
Thus Equipped
General
Being
Railroad News.
Complete electric lighting plants are
being installed on all through trains
run by the Burlington, and In addition
to the usual crew, each of these trains
Silll carry an expert electrician whose
duties will be manifold. The plant
on all the trains thus equipped is set
up in the head end of the baggage car
and consists of a
dynamo
operated by steam from the engine.
vviLu suca a piant me train is
lighted from the headlight to
the incandescent electrolier in ' the
dome of the rear vestibule of the observation car. In case the power of
the engine should fail in some way,
an auxiliary plant is provided whereby
tne electricity is stored. Hence, even
though the dynamo should give out,
the train could be lighted throughout
by the stored electricity, although the
illumination would necessarily be dim'
mer than that furnished by the dyna
mo itself.
Luxury alone is not the motive for
lighting trains by electricity. Rail
road men say that a large proportion
of the fatalities resulting from acci
dents are caused by the ignition of
the gas in the reservoir tanks underneath the cars. Almost without ex
ception when the wreckage catches
fire, the blaze eats its way to the gas
tanks which explode and the whole
train is lost in a sheet of flames.
All of the Burlington's
through
trains between Kansas City and
Omaha will soon be thus equipped
with electric light plants and electricians.
It is said that the action of the
Burlington in this respect will soon
be followed by every other important
railroad system in the country, including the Santa Fe, Rock Island,
Union , Pacific and other transcontinental lines..
high-pow-

nrii-liantl- y

off.

Engineer T. E. Hawksworth report
ed for duty today, having laid off one
trip.
Harry lurry, a machinist at the Al
buquerque shops, is ill at the Santa
Fe hospital in that city.
It is probable that an increase in
traffic will call for an additional train
crew or two on the south end out of
this city text week.
Engineer Arthur Langston dead'
headed back to Las Vegas from Albuquerque to report before officials here
in an Investigation case.
Engineer C P. "Warner and Fire
man Roy Hoffman were deadheads on
No. 7 last night to Lamy to bring en
gine 44 to the shops here.
Clyde Holman, a popular brake- man on the Belen cut-ofspent a day
in Albuquerque this week, visiting his
mother, Mrs. J. H. Holman.
Conductor C. E. Kaney and crew
had charge of the "Bottler-Tourists- "
and "Fest Bummlers" special train
from this city to Albuquerque yester
f,

day. '
H. Buchhol, who has

been in the
Las Vegas railroad hospital for the
past four weeks, expects to be able
to return to Raton by the end of next

week.

Charley Purcell, a local telegrapher,
along with three other young men,
took the first degree in Council No.
804, Knights of Columbus, Thursday
evening.
Brakeman John Bryant, a member
of Conductor M. A. Brennan's crew
on a' limited run, was taken ill in La
Junta and is now in the Santa Fe hospital in that city.
Wade Cunningham, traveling pas
senger agent for the Sunset route, and
the Mallory Steamship lines, with
headquarters in El Paso, was In Albuquerque yesterday.
Construction work Is being rushed
on the Harvey
eating houses at
Vaughn and Clovis and the formal
opening of the hotels to the traveling
public will probably occur October 1.
William Mearus, for a number of
years engineer on the Santa Fe coast
lines, is in Albuquerque visiting his
family. Mr. Mearus is now traveling
in the interests of a large queensware

the betterment of the service rendered by the Santa Fe company. He was
summoned to the council by wire.
Conductor George F. Moye, of this
city, deadheaded to Waldo station
Thursday night, whence he piloted
light engine 2404 to the Albuquerque
shops. The locomotive had been employed on the Madrid coal run.
Machinist Douglas, who is employed in the local railroad shops,
has
accompanied his sick wife back to
old
the
home in Caney, Kansas, probably., to die among loved ones, as she
Is in the last stages of consumption.
Conductor W. J. Fngate brought in
the California limited from La junta
this morning, the regular conductor
deadheading with him and taking the
run at this place. This was in compliance with the federal' sixteen-hou- r
law.
E. L. Good, day clerk at the Car
denas hotel in Trinidad, is taking a
two weeks' vacation. He has gone to
his old home in Topeka to spend a
week and will also visit in Kansas
City before returning to the kingdom
of Las Animas.
Some weeks ago Pete Roth, a
East side 'meat vendor, and who
wiinikely again engage in the business, obtained judgment in a justice's.
court against Elijio Sanchez for ?45,
the amount of a bill due him for
carne. The Judgment stood against
Sanchez on the books tin Pete had
spied around a little to see what use
he could make of It. Finally he was
rewarded in his efforts. Ascertaining
that the man was employed as a sec
tion hand for the Santa Fe at French
station, Pete didn't do a thing but

mm
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firm of Chicago.

Prince Lilly, a blacksmith in the
Santa Fe shops in Albuquerque prior
to a strike by boilermakers, has returned to that city from a visit to several mineral springs, where he had
been seeking relief for a chronic liver
disorder.
Station Agent R. W. Hoyt was in
RAILROAD NOTES.
Trinidad yesterday in close consultaFireman P. N. Marx was on the sick tion with General Superintendent R. J.
Parker and Division Superintendent J.
list today.
,
M. Kurn on matters having to do with
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garnishee his wages for the full sum
due him, and a few dollars added to
the original indebtedness for the cost
of court proceedings.
It is understood that the western'
railroads will make an effffort to reduce the number of cities at which
stopover privileges are accorded on
through tickets, before the beginning
of another summer.
The object of
the roads is to preserve the restrictions imposed by the usual transit
limit on one way tickets, and the return limit on round trip pickets, or at
least to determine upon a definite
basis for granting stopover privileges.
Two suits, asking for judgment aggregating $55,000, were filed against
the New Mexico Central Railway company and the Dominion Construction
company in the district court at Albuquerque this week. The Hughes Mercantile company asks for judgment for
f25,000, alleged to be due on a promissory note dated January 18, 1909. The
Cincinnati Equipment company of
Cincinnati asks for Judgment for
on various promissory notes alleged to be overdue.
P. H. Morrisey, formerly grand master of the Brotherhood of Railway
Trainmen, but at present president of
the American Railroad Employes and
Investors' association, was recently in
Denver and completed plans '"or the
organizing of a local branch of the
L. F. tShang has been
association.
put in charge of the work and the new
organization now has about 325 local
members. It has opened offices it
1748 Arapahoe street in that city and
promises to become an Important factor among the railway employes of the
west.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hartley, who
were married in Albuquerque' two
months ago, taking a bridal trip to
Europe, concluded a visit to relatives
In Las Vegas this afternoon and departed for Point Richmond, Cal., where
Mr. Hartley has accepted the position as foreman of the Santa Fe shops.
He was for years employed in this
company's shops in the Duke city as
a machinist and made good.
The
foremanship at the California terminal carries With it a salary of $125 a
This
month, besides the bonuses.
ought to be enough to keep the wolf
can
do better.
from the door till he
The Rock Island road has added its
name to the "roll of honor" of those
who have completed ji year without
killing a passenger, statistics showing the total number of passengers
carried during the fiscal year which
ended June 30, 1909, have just been
compiled and show that of the 18,743,-02- 2
persons handled on the trains of
the Rock Island system, not one was
killed. As in the case of the four
other roads that have thus far announced a clear recorff, the Rock
Island officials attribute the increas
ing safety to travel to additional block
signal installations, the watchfulness
of their employes, and improvement
in track and appliances.
The Rock
Island has installed 300 miles of block
signaling during the last year and has
spent larger sums than usual for imOrders- - have recently
provements.
been placed for a large number of all- $30,-00-
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Gen. A. F. flawley, of Washing
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Kidney Trouble for Nearly Thirty Years.

i

Wi lliam Bailey, Past Col. Enc. No. 69, Union Veteran Legion, and prom-- c
inently identified with many of the great labor protective associations in
Chicago and Mew York, and secretary of one of the largest associations
i:i the former city, had for nearly thirty years been afflicted with kidney
troubles. ;
v
Within a short period he has been persuaded to try Peruna, and his
present healthy condition Is attributed to his Judicious use of that great
remedy. Washington climate is notoriously bad for kidney and liver
troubles, yet by a judicious use of the remedy he is now quite cured and in
excellent physical condition.
This brief statement of facts, without exaggeration or hyperbole, appears
to tell the whole story, which the Peruna Company is authorized to use, if
it so chooses, believing, as I do, that by so doing it will be for the general
William Bailey, 58 1 St., N. E., Washington, D. C,
good.

the same. A few bottles built up her
health and strength.
J'l took Peruna for a cold which settled in my kidneys, giving me much
pain. In two weeks I was much better,
and in a few months I was well."
for Liver and Kidneys.
,
Mr. W. H. Armistead, Cumberland,
C. H., Va., writes :
"Your Peruna has cured me of chronla
catarrh of long standing, I, thank yon
so much for your advice. I think-J- t la
a great medicine. It will do all that
you recommend it to do. Besides, I can
recommend.it to cure all liver and kidney troubles."
Chronic Kidney Trouble.
Judge O. J. Park, R. X1. D. 1, Buckhead,
Ga., writes :
"For a long time I wag troubled with
Cold Settled In Kidneys.
catarrh of the kidneys, and after taking
"Mr. Joseph Klee, 215 East 4th St., Peruna I feel like a new man. I think
it the greatest catarrh medicine of
Topeka, Kas., writes :
"My wife took Peruna for liver trouble a&'e, and believe it will cure any case of
n
condition incident to catarrh on record."
and a
Kidneys Affected Back Weak.
Mr. M. Broderick, Secretary and
Treasurer Local Union No. 406,
Brotherhood of Teamsters,
writes from 435 E. 46th St., Chicago, 111.,
as follows :
"1 have been suffering from a weak
back and kidney trouble for some time,
and have been able to find relief only
through the use of Peruna.
"During the winter season I usually
keep a bottle of your medicine in the
house, and by taking a dose at night I
am feeling fine the next morning.
,
"Some of my friends assure me that
Peruna is equally as good for their various ailments as it is for my complaint;
but I do know that for kidney trouble
and suffering from a weak back it has
no equal."
Inter-'nation-

al

run-dow-

steel passenger cars, which will serve declared by railroad men that staas additional safeguards against acci- tistics show the majority of the accidents, as they are practically inde- dents nowadays are to trespassers on
structible and totally fireproof. It is their tracks.
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Exclusive Styles in Ladies Fall and Winter Suits,
Cloaks and Dresses

more than exclusiveness in dress. No matter how nice the garment, how well it fits or how becoming it may be, just as soon as it is learned there is
and pleasure in wearing it, is gone, in buying our
garments we recognize this fact and buy NO TWO ALIKE. This is an Iron
Clad rule of this house. When you buy a Suit or Wraps from us you are just as sure of an EXCLUSIVE style as if you had the garment made from your own ideas. This fact Coupled with the high
workmanship enables us to offer the best values in
linings and
goods of any house in the country.
qualities of our garments,ofguaranteed colors
--'
is the largest in New Mexico.
t
And our varieties
styles and
one thing the average lady appreciates
There is no made
along the same ideas, all satisfaction

Ready-to-We-

high-clas-

ar

Ready-to-We-

ar

(

THE SEASON'S MOST POPULAR DRESS

The Moyen-Ag- e

Model

The accompaniiig cut gives a very accurate idea of this popular
garment.
Of course there are variations in the style, giving a large variety
to choose from. Some have front panels extending the full length of
the front. Others have shorter pleated skirts and longer bodies than
the illustration Some are elaborately braided, while others are severely
plain. These come in all the popular fabrics of the Season.

SJ4.50 to $30.00

Splendid Values in Ladies'
Suits
Our assortment of Fall Suits is one upon which we spent many
weeks of careful study. Only the best from the different Eastern
markets were purchased. In styles and qualities our Suits are excelled
by none. All of the linings we guarantee for TWO Seasons. And our
variety exceeds any in the Territory.
The prices are extremely low, ranging from 115.00 to $75.00, and in
any one of them you will receive full value for your money.
We do not charge for alterations.

Comfortable Shoes for Everybody
Our shoe stock is easily the largest, best selected stock in the Territory. Among the
new novelties just received is an extremely pretty Oxford in patent leather, short vamp
with the back stay extending to the highth of the avarege Shoe and tying with a ribbon bow.
They are the most dressy thing of the Season and sell for only $4.00. Another good
model is Patent Leather Oxford with suede tops, 9hort vamp and high military heel at $3.50.
A very popular high shoe is an all Suede in London Smoke, having a short vamp and
models is a black Patent leather welt, very high,
perforated tip, at $5.00 One of our best wide
patent leather collar at $2.00, 2.50, and S.50.
having 15 buttons, with a tan upper and
For Men we carry the "Douglas" shoes at $2.E0, 3.00, and 3.50 and the "'Crossette"
u.m' auu u.w.
bliucs at

Pretty inEffects
Skirts
Separate
their
Skirts

usual
are in
Separate
high favor this Season and are made
along the lines of the Suits Skirts the
Moyen-Ag- e
effects bring the favorites.
Some models are very plain some
elaborately trimmed with bands, plaids
and jets, while others are trimmed
with Soutache braids. We have an
excellent variety in all the Fall colors'
and black, ranging in price from $3.50
to $25.00 each. Our guarantee as to
style and quality goes with every
Skirt. Plain and novelty cloth Skirts
are much in demand, though the
Voiles are by far the favorites.

THE POPULARITY OF THE SEPARATE

WAISTS
is as great as ever

-

Separate Waists are as much in demand as ever and the styles

are richer and more pleasing.
This Season there Is a large range of styles and materials
running from the strictly tailored Linen Waists up to elaborately

trimmed silk models.

The Jersey Waist

the greatest novelty of the Season. These Waists are made
from the same material as the silk gloves, only a triffle heavier
is

They are extremely dressy and very serviceable.

Black Taffeta

Waists are also a strong favorite and come in a large variety of
styles.

tion and

Some are coparatively plain while others are tastefully trimmed with tucks, inserjets-- They are made from

the best Taffeta and are guranteed for three months

from the date of Sale.

Ladies' Sweaters

These popular garments are more in demand than ever before, and we have prepared
for this demand by purchasing an extremely large assortment. We have them in all the
desirable colors and color combinations, in both the plain ribbed and fancy effects. Lengths
to
and prices range from $3.00 to $10.00. There is no garment
vary from
which gives the service and general satisfaction that Sweaters do and this Season there is
no garment that will be so universally worn.
27-in-

Knit Goods

r

of all kinds will be much in demand this Season. Knit Skirts in a variety of colors and
combinations, also plain white. Wool Shawls, Ice wool Shawls and silk Shawls in all desirable colors and sizes. Prices as low as possible, consistent with high qualities.

SOCIETY
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How an E. Las Vegas Citizen Found
Complete Freedom From Kidney

f

Troubles
Miss Lottie Hayward entertained
the Sewing club at her home on
Grand avenue Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Charles H. Stevenson and

the

baby have returned to the city from a
hort visit to her parents In Raton.
Mrs. M. J. Myers and little son,
Joparted Monday for their home in
New York City, after a delightful visit to her sister Mrs. J. D. Hand at
the Placita ranch.

Misses Nellie and Lucy Floyd left
for San Marcial last evening on a
visit to Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Graham.
The latter was formerly Miss Bessie
Floyd, of this city.

,

'

Miss Elizabeth Bed well,' who
been visiting in this city for the
twi. weeks, the guest of Judgj
Mrs. E.- - V. Long, departed for
home in Chicago Wednesday."

h:is

tfast
and

her

Captain and Mrs. E. Godwin-Austedeparted Thursday last for Albuquerque in which city they will reside
in the future. Captain and Mrs. Austen will be greatly missed by their
friends in this city.
n

Mrs. H. M. Smith was the hostess

ot the Tuesday Afternoon Bridge
club at her home on the boulevard.
Those present wei;e the regular members of the club, who thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon.

If you suffer from backache
From urinary disorders
From any disease of the kidneys,
Be cured to stay cured.
Doan's Kidney Pills make lasting
cures.
East Las Vegas people testify.
Here's one cas of it:
H. A. Seelinger, 307 Grand Ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says; "In
January 1907, I gave a public statement in favor of Doan's Kidney Pills
to the effect that I had procured (his
remedy at the Center Block Pharmacy
and had used it with the most satisfactory results. My trouble was principally from pain and lameness over
my kidneys and I am glad to eay that
Doan's Kidney Pills completely relieved me of this difficulty. At intervals
since then I have had slight recurrences of the pain In my back, but
at such times Doan's Kidney Pills
have never failed to prove effective.
Whenever anyone has questioned me
In regard to my former testimonial, I
have urged a trial of Doan's Kidney
Pills' I know that this remedy lives
up to all Tepresentations."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MllburBuffalo,
Co.,
New York., sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
n

Mrs. S. L. Van Petten and daughter. Miss Martha, left Tuesday, of this
week for their home at Anderson,

Ind., having been highly entertained ker, E. W. Hart, J. P. Earickson, H.
here while the guests of Mr. and M. Smith, M. M. Padgett, C. L. Mann-BailB. T. Mills, W. B. Bunker and
Mrs. H. S. Van Petten, she being the
Misses Cooley,
Kenderdina
Daum,
sister of the former.
and Richley. The first prize was won
,The Altar guild of St. John's by Miss Richley while Mrs. AJ A.
Memorial Episcopal church met last Joues annexed the second prize.
Thursday with Miss Mildred Browne
at the Browne apartments on DougLas Vegas social ranks, among the
las avenue. Wit and humor, a3 well younger set, were further depleted
as the most appetizing viands, were this week by the departure of Miss
enjoyed by the guests.
Louise Cunningham, the vivacious
.
afternoon daughter of Dr. and Airs. J. M. CunThe regular
Monday
and Miss Mary Tipton, the
bridge club met this week with Mrs. ningham,
charming
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
on
home
Fourth
T. B. McNair at her
W. R. Tipton, who left for the east
streets Mesdames Hal Raynolds and to enter school for the coming winter.
Ed Sporleder, of Tucson, Ariz., occu- Miss
Cunningham returned to Boston,
pied the vacant chairs of two memis attending Mt. Ida acabers. Other guests were Mesdames where she
a finishing school for girls,
demy,
and
LaRue, Mills, Winters, Cooley
while Miss Tipton went to New York
E. D. Raynolds.
to become a pupil of the famous pianleader, Walter Dam-roscMrs. P. C. Carpenter was hostess ist and orchestraMiss
where
Mary Coors, of
at a bridge party at her home on this
city, is also receiving piano inFifth street yesterday. Mrs. C. L. struction.
M. Bally won the first prize and Mrs.
W. J, Lucas the second. Those pres
Mesdames J. H. York and H. W.
ent were Mesdames Lucas, Bunker, Goelitz
were
hostesses at
Powers, Jones, Vollmer, Winternitz, the home of charming
on
Mrs. York
Sixth
McClanahan,
Fugate,
Bearinger,
street Thursday afternoon. ProgresD.
E.
Raynolds,
Greenberger, Spiess,
reC. tu M. Baily, W. C. Bailey, and sive five hundred and delicious
freshments were the eyents of the af
.
Miss Lottie Hayward.
ternoon.. The prizes were awarded
,
to Mrs. Byron T. Mills, Miss JosephD.
W.
who.
Mrs.
Lee,
accompanied ine Woods and Miss Katherine Daher husband to Trinidad the first of vis. Those
the hospitality
this week, remained In that city to of Mesdamesenjoying
York and Goelitz were
attend the wedding of a cousin, Miss Mesdames Boucher,
Dice, Fleming,
Dora West, who was married in that
'
Hammond,
Kaser, Shaw,
Hunker,
to
on
Clyde Bowen,
Wednesday
city
C. Kohn, E. S.
a well known young business man of Schirmer,C. Wheeler,
McClanahan, B. Mills, A.
Trinidad. The bride is the daughter Lewis,
T. Rogers, Jr., C. W. G. Ward, Misses
of a wealthy cattleman and both are
members of two of the oldest and Bryn, Craig, Davis, Dotts, Gehring,
Kinderdlne, Ward, Woods, Josephine
most highly respected families in Woods.
'

..

the state.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
A delightful luncheon was given
83.
Tuesday of this week by Mrs. E. D. County,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
on
home
Seventh
at
her
Raynolds
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
street, complimentary to Mrs. E. D. J. Cheney & Co.;
doing business in the
forSporleder, of Tucson, Arizona,
City of Toledo, County and State
merly.- Miss Josephine Bassett, of this aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
city.- After the luncheon, the after- the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLnoon was spent playing bridge. Mrs. LARS for each and
every case of
C. L. Mann-Bailtaking the honors. Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
Those present were Mesdames E. H. use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Sporleder, C. A. Spiess, C. L. Mann-BailFRANK J. CHENEY.
S. B. Davis, jr.,. H. Raynolds,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
F. H. Pierce and C. S Losey
In my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
The monthly dance at the ComA. W. GLEASON,
mercial club given' Thursday night, (Seal)
Notary Public.

pastor.

First mass at - 7 a. m.; second
mass at 10 a. m.
Sunday school In
English at 3 p. m., in Spanish at 4
p. m. Rosary and benediction, of the
blessed sacrament at 7:30 p. m.
Catechism for English speaking
children on Tuesday 4 p. m., and on
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak
Ing children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
on Saturday at 9 a. m.

Deering
Champion

cured of

Mollne
Studebaker

WAGONS

Genuine Glidden

BARB WIRE
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA,

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mall Orders Promptly Filled.,

beautify

'scalp, hair and hands
of infants and children and, assisted by
mild doRes of Cuticura Pills, afford the
most speedy, erate- ful and comforting
treatment for torturing, disfiguring
rashes and every form of itching,
scaly, crusted humor of the skin ana
scalp. Guaranteed absolutely pure.

HELL Y
( Incorporated)

Cutlcnra Remedies are sold throughout the world.
Depots: London, 27, Charterhouse Sq.; Paris. 5. Rus
do la Palx: Australia, R. Towns k Co., Sydney;
80. Africa. Lennon, Ltd., Cape Town, etc.: U.S.A..
Cbem. Corp, Sol Props, Boston.
Fottw Drug

.
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All are cordially Invited to attend

these ' services.
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LADIES' FREE OPENING
NIGHT AT THE DUNCAN
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YALE ALTJMNI

By G. R. Lessing.

The Committee

Hurry-u- p

and

PELTS

Houses at
East Lam Yoga, N.M., Albuquerque, Mm Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Mm Mm,
Pooom, Mm Mm, logaH, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
DAIN WAGONS,
)

RACINE-SATTL-

the Best Farm Wagon made
CO., Vehlolas

EY

,

NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:
a,ooo ids., or more, eacn delivery, 20c per 100 lbs,
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs
50 lbs., to 200 Ibs, each delivery, 40c
100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c perper
100 lbs.
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WOOL, HIDES

A letter to The Optic from J. H.
Hunter of Omaha, Neb.,, in which
city he occupies a responsible and
lucrative position In the claims department of the Chicago & Northwest
ern Railway company, states that a
recent article in this paper on the
Santa Fe trail reminded him very for
cibly of the time when he first rode
into Las Vegas in the month of De
cember, 1878,ver the trail on horseback. According to his recollection,
that part of the Main avenue of to
day from about. Second street to the
Galllnas river bridge is a part of 4the
old trail.
A fact of which many of the pres
ent residents of this city are not
aware, he adds, Is that the then ford,
the stream not having been span
ned by a bridge, was at least four
times Jts present width and the channel has since been so encroached
upon from either side that it is doubt
ful If there Is room for the volume
of water that the veritable
tell about
Mr. Hunter was a liveryman in this
city many years ago and he. still
finds occasion to spend his vacations
here among those whom he considers
the very best people on earth.

end
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serve, purifyand
the skin.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Tenth Street and Douglas avenue.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastqr.
Mnmine worshirj and sermon at 11
o'clock. Bible
study and Sunday
Young
school sessipn at 9:45 a. m.
People's society at 7 p. m.
The church extends a most hearty
Strangers
Invitation to all people.
and sojourners In the city especially

BAPTIST CHURCH Main avenue
and Sixth street, O. L. Bishop, act'
ing pastor.
Regular services. Subject, morning
sermon, "Good Citizenship." At the
close of the evening service the ordinance of baptism will be administer-

N,;M. ALBUQUERQUE, N,

Wholeealere of
General Merchandise

Mothers' Favorite.

Douglas avenue.
11:00 a. m. Sermon-anreception
of members. 7 p. m. Epworth League
by
devotions, subject "Paralyzed
Fear." 8 p. m. sermon, subject "There
is None Like Him."

.

STOCK FENCE

Warm baths with Cuticura Soap and
gentle anointings with Cuticura Oint
ment, most soothing
of emollients, pre-

and

VEHICLES

American
Elwood

For Baby's Bath
Cuticura Soap has Become the

Rev. H.
CHURCH.
METHODIST
Corner
Van Valkenburgh,
pastor.

'

all expectant mothers nulled free.
TU Bridfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ca.

McCormio

I
inspecting the removal of noxious weeds, it being part
of myiduty, from the edge of a river and
was constantly in the dust from the
weeds. At njght I shook out my trousers and cleansed my limbs, but felt a
I paid no attention
prickly sensation.
to it for two years, but I noticed a scum
on my legs like fish soales. I could
crape it off. and vet I did not attend
to it until it came to be too itchy and
sura CU1U UUgtlli gLWUg bWlF IUUU1UX
sores. My ankles were all sore and
scabby and I could not wear shoes. I had
to use carpet and felt slippers for weeks.
I was then on particular police duty and
was compelled to be on duty. I got a
cake of the Cuticura Soap and some
Cuticura Ointment. In less than ten
days I could put on my boots and in
less than three weeks, though on duty
all the time, I was free from the confounded itching. I tell you frankly
that Cuticura saved me from what the
doctors called a bad leg. Capt. George
P. Bliss, Chief of Police, Morris, Manitoba, Mar. 20, 1907, and Sept. 24, 1908."

Siteenth Sunday after Trinity, Sept.
Holv Communion 7:30. Sun
day school 9:45. Morning prayer and
sermon 11:00. Wednesday, St. Michael and All Angels day.
This church is open dally lor pri
vate prayer and meditation.

,

lV

Jno. Deere

dry

2fi. 1909.

the vital experiences of Christian life
showing the sublimity of a perfected
faith and how it is brought about
Fools and Their
7:30 p. m. Subject:
in
Money." If you are Interested
"whys" and "wherefores" of life come
and hear this discourse. Something
will be said about the recent state-- .
ments of Dr. Eliot, together with oth'
er interesting things.

WHOLESALE
Distributing Agents of

MACHINERY

ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
Rev. J. S. Moore', Rector. 716 National avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.

CHRISTIAN . CHURCH
Ervln Dutt, pastor. Services
in National Guard Armory, Douglas
avenue. Bible school at 9:45 a. m.
11 a. m. Subject: "The Confidence
of Faith." Thl3 sermon will deal with

worn

REMEDIES

have been successfully
"Ieczema.
was

ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday even
ing at 8 o'clock in o. k. u. naii,
Pioneer building. All are welcome.

At a special offering in the theatrical line at the opening of the Duncan opera house on Monday evening
one lady will be admitted free with
each 50 cent paid ticket. As has been
Stock
advertised, the Spooner-Walloc- k
company will open the Duncan opera
house with "Seth Swap" or "A Yankee
in Cuba" and in the coupon ticket
offering the local play house should
be packed to its capacity.
who have
Many local theatre-goer- s
was a most enjoyable affair.
AlHall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter witnessed many performances of the
Stock company In
though It was not largely attended nally, and acts directly on the blood Spooner-Walloc- k
those who were there managed to and mucous surfaces of the system. Colorado Springs and other points In
eke out a good time. Those present Send for testimonials free.
Colorado, pronounce it one of the
v erti Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Kaser, Mr.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. best stock organizations on the road
and one that should be well received
snd Mrs. J. S. Duncan, jr., Attorney
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
in Las
during Its week's en
and Mrs. C. W. G. Ward Mrs. O. H.
-Take Hall's Family Pills for con- gagementVegas
here.
Losey, Misses Marie and Helen Schaef-er- . stipation. '
The members of the troupe will arHill, Helen Cunningham, and
rive in the city tomorrow afternoon
Messrs. Henriquez, Springer, Hoke,
We will soon be looking for fall op- from Raton, .where
they have had a
Trumbull, Hipsh, Mills, Witten, Dr. enings In chestnut burrs. '
run for the past week.
successful
very
Hess and Dr. Butterfield.
Prices 25c, 35c and 50c.
PILES! PILES! PILES!
, One of the most enjoyable affairs
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
of the week was a
euchre cure
OF OLD ELI
Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles. REUNION
.
party Wednesday afternoon given by
It
absorbs
the
tumors,
Mrs. George A. Fleming, in honor of her
allays Itching
GRADUATES AT EL PASO
sisters, Mrs. Irene F. Tavlor. and Mis at once, acts as a poultice, gives
ses Elizabeth and Josephine Woods of Instant relief. Williams Indian Pile
Chicago. Delicious refreshments were Ointment is prepared for Piles and
The Optic is in receipt of the apserved during the course of the nr.
of the private parts. Sold by pended communication from Jackson
ternoon. Those present besides the Itching
Wil- and Lessing, attorneys, of El Paso,
guests of honor were Mesdames H. T. druggists, mall 50c and ?1.00.
relative to a reunion of Yale
liams'
Mfg. Co., Props., Cleveland, Texas,
Unsell, of Spokane, Wash., E. H.
to be held in the Pass City
graduates
Sporleder of Tucson, Ariz., S. B. Da-- , O. For sale by Center Block Drug. Co. during the Taft-Dia- z
meeting there In
vis, jr., W. E. Kaser, E. D. Raynolds, A.
October. The letter explains itself
.
T. Rogers, jr., A. A. Jones, H. E. Fell,
Many a man has suffered from too and reads:
C. S. Losey, vV. J. Lucas, G. H. Hun- El Paso, Texas, Sept. 22, 1909.
.
many friends.
To the Editor Daily Optic. ,
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Becoming a mother should be a Dear Sir:
source of joy, but the suffering Kindly insert in your paper a notice
incident to the ordeal makes to the effect that the graduates of
intend to hold a reYale
anticipation one of dread. union university
at
this
for the purpose
place
Mother's Friend is the oniv rem of
meeting President Taft on October
edy which relieves women of the 16th next, the date of the-- Taft-Dia- z
much of the Dain of matprnitvi
meeting. We would thank you
this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, is not only made less pain- for your cooperation In this matter,
ful, but danger is avoided by its use. Those who use this remedy are and any courtesy shown us will be
no longer despondentpr gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distress appreciated.
All letters from graduates should be
addressed to the Committee of the
ing conditions are overcome, TT TTZZfZ pA 1 1 T -- 11
w
Yale alumni, room
Trust buildr -- r"'
I J
ing.
the comingj event. "It is worth
IVM 11
.JL
Thanking you in advance, we beg
its weight in gold," say many
to remain,
wno nave used it.
Very sincerely,
II. 00 per bottle. Book of Tiilne to

M

BY CUTICURA

SCIENCE SOCIETY.
CHRISTIAN
Rfiernlar services every Sunday morn

Meade

INCORPORATED 1900

TREED FROM ITCHING

'

welcomed.

CHARLES I LFELD

IMPLEMENTS

children.
Hymna rendered rT tht
children under the direction of the
Third mass at
Sisters of Loretto.
10 a. m. Sermon in Spanjsh. Masses
or in music,
in Gregorian chant
rendered by a choir of mixed voices.
At 7 p. nil, vespers and benediction. f

'

Largest Wholesale House

Canadian Officer Poisoned by Weeds
Eczema Developed and Legs
Became Scaly Ankles were Very
For Weeks He
Sore and Itchy
Could Not Wear Shoes.

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
ROWS, Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor,
First mass at 6 a. m. Second mass
8 a, m.
Sermon in English for the

Eighth - street

NEW MEXICO'S

CHIEF. OF POLICE

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

y

-

MOM

PULPIT AND CKOIR LOFT

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storrs and, Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Veg-afamous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
a

Medicine.

'

Every housekeeper recognizes the
need of effective remedies to be used
in emergencies when somthlng must
be done right away. Such a remedy
Is Perry Davis' Painkiller, for sprains
and bruises, for strained muscles and
for aches and pains resulting from
blows and falls. Burns and cuts are
Instantly relieved by it and helped
to healing. Its mission of mercy be
gan seventy years ago. It Is used In
all countries and millions of (bottles
are sold annually. There is but one
Painkiller, Ferry Davis. Have you
seen the new large 35c size?

Browne

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Saeda and Saadara
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
'

,

If it's the unexpected that always
happens, why can we learn to ex
pect it?

Many a fellow who boasts that he
is master of himself .hasn't much to

Pjj

This disease should be treated as soon
as the first unnatural looseness of the
bowels appears. When this is done a
single dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy will effect a
cure. This remedy can always be depended upon even in the most severe and
dangerous cases, and should be kept at
hand ready for instant use. Never leave
home on a journey without it.

Agricultural mpleMehts

FULL

I
I

boss.

Diarrhoea.

-

Headquarters In the Territory for

'

Shake Into Your Shoes.
a powder. ReAllen's Foot-Easlieves painful, smarting, nervous feet
and Ingrowing ' nails, and instantly
takes the stings out of corns and bunions.
It's the greatest comfort discovery of the 'age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel easy.
It is a certain cure for sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet Try
it today. Sold by all druggists and
In
shoe stores. By mail for 25c
stamps. Don't accept any substitute.
Trial package FREE. Address Allen
S. Olmstead, Le Roy, N. Y.

Hauzanares Co.

3

I

LINE OF

MEXICAN

Ojpeiret

nothing

ARSOLE

SOAP

Bar
But

PaiiGt'G Draught

on Tap

he

on President's Day. With a )2
LAS VEGAN
will FORMER

atUj
ESTABLISHES 1879.

(are at least a thousand people
pttc back,
from this city to greet the
go

presi-

WRITING

dent which will mean $2,000 for the
railway company, at no greater exPUBLISHED BY
pense to them than will be tne carThe Optic Publishing Company rying of a hundred passengers for
The railway company pwes
$3.45.
ihcobfobated
something to itself and the community at times such as the visit of a
M. M. PADGETT...
EDITOR president and should rouse Itself te
do a little more than, it Woes ordinar
ily to accommodate the public."

REPORTS.

MARKET

A Reminder

LIFE'S HISTORY

St-- Louis Wool
St. Louis, Sept. 25. Wool quiet;
western mediums 2328;
Frank 3. .Whitelaw, a member of territory
mediums
fine
2224; fine- - M19.
of
the Tennessee sfamlly
Whltelaws,
in
Las
who was practicing attorney
Metal and Money Market
Vegas before the town had assumed
lead
lta present metropolitan proportions,. New York,,! 8epl)i5.--Coppe- r,
call
is now located in St. Louis, Mo. The nominal unchanged;' silver 51
4
, tetter liar money nominal; prime paper
following
been received at this office' from tolm, Mexican dollars 43.
o
,
written on the letter head of Boyle &
THIS IS "DIES IRAE"
j
Priest in that city:
Chicago Provisions Market
I
Chicago, Sept 25. Wheat Sept. 192
"To the Editor of The dptic:
The i world has come to an end a
corn Sept. 64
Dec. 98
"Some time duringHhe fall and
number of times. That Is to say, the winter of' 1896, or in the early month Dec. 58
Dec.
oats Sept. 39
end of the world has been predicted 9t 1897, I wrote two stories for your: 38
pork Sept. 2460; Jan. 1857
Oct. 1240; ribs
many times' andr the prophecy has paper, one entitled "The Passing of lard Sept. 1257
been implicitly believed up to the Johnnie Heath," the other "How Big Sept. 1197
Oct. 1177
a
nave
copy
very last minute by the faithful. The Tom Henry Died." u you
unvarying failure of the world Ho of your paper containing these stories
Chicago Live Stock
come to an end at the appointed time, that you can spare, I snail be very
Chicago,
Sept. 25. Cattle 300, stea-however, has not resulted in a cessa- much obliged to you if you will send Af. beeve8 48.35; Texas steers
tion of the predictions. Once more it to me.
'6.60; stockers .and feeders $3.10
"I am gathering together as I can
the final cataclysm is to take place
and heifers $256- - calves
of
earlier
tales
of
years,
the
vagrant
this being the day fixed by the Lat- whlnh T liavfl heen ernlltv. for mv chll- - 'ISf:
ter Reign of the Apostolic church.
Hogs 6000, steady to strong,, light
and your kindness will be appreHundreds of the elect have gone to dren,
$7.808.45; mixed $7.858.60; heavy
remembered.
ciated
and
Duxbury, Mass., to await the great
$7.708.60; rough $7.707.95;" good
"Sincerely yours,
event, many of them having disposed
choice heavy $7.958.60; pigs $6.60
"F. S. WHITELAW,
set
and
their
of all their worldly goods,
"P. C. S."
7.85; bulk sales $8.208.45.
houses in order in the spiritual sense.
In this connection it may be said
Sheep 300, steady; native $2.70
Until 6 o'clock this evening they that Mr. Whitelaw during his resi- 4.90; western
$35.O0; yearlings
will complacently meditate upon the dence in this Meadow city was the $45.50; lambs,1 native $4.257.25;
and
the
saved
of
of
an
bright
wesern
triumph
unusually
approaching
possessor
$4.507.25.
the onrushing destruction of the other mind, which was invariably more ac-- 1
He
was
his
tive
of
than
body.
always
kind
Kansas City Live Stock
people.
It is small compliment to modern Tegarded as an exceptionally fine of-- i Kansas City, Sept. 25. Cattle 200
of
on
flee
his
man
account
indisposi- including 100 southerns, steady; naintelligence that such beliefs- should
I
be soberly held in this day and age of tion to move around and see for hlm-southern steers
In
town or tive steers $4.508.25;
on
was
going
the world, with the record ot numer- self what
southern cows $2.503.80,
?3.254.75;
in
the
was
he
always
ous false prophets behind each new vicinity yes,when
native cows and heifers $2.255.50;
office, even
drawing a congress stockers and feeders
prediction of the world's finish. But man's salary as editor
$35.50; bulls
late
Cal
the
of
there is no end to human egotism, vln Flsk's "Great Southwest," a real ,$2.503.75; calves $3.507.50; west-and that is an essential part of any estate paper of wide circulation which ern steers $3.807.00; western cows
belief founded on the sanctification was published In the interests of im $2.504.25.
of the believer and the certain de- migration.
Hogs 3000, strong; bulk sales $7.90
struction of the person not singled
The Optic regrets exceedingly that 8.30; heavy $8.208.3o; packers and
But how much it cannot supply Mr. Whitelaw with butchers $88.35; light $7.508.20;
out for salvation.
more absurd is this view of the mis- the copies of the paper desired, for pigs $57.25.
guided people waiting for the heav- the reason that the bound volumes of
Sheep 200, steady; muttons $4.25
ens .to be rolled together as a scroll files were destroyed by fire some years 5; lambs $56.60;
range wethers
and the earth to be melted in fervent ago in a conflagration which threat- ,$45.20; range ewes $34.75.
heat or whatever other form the ened the destruction of the office. Only
world's ending may take than some for this fact, Mr. Whitelaw woild be
J. C. Schlott, who reached Mexico,
of the views expressed by Mrs. Besant accommodated, for there is no gain- Indiana, from thia city too late to see
would
he
the
to
articles
that
put
in her recent lectures and interviews, saying
his father alive, is expected to return
or than many another fantastic be- good use, not only for the members of home tomorrow afternoon. (Deceased
immediate
for
but
his
family,
posterity was seventy-thre- e
years of age and is
lief which arrays itself against human as well.
survived by his companion in life and
reason, the experience ot the world
eleven children.
Affliction came
and all sane philosophical speculaMateo Lujan arrived here on the
to Mr. Schlott on the trip, as
doubly
tion?
flyer this morning from Clayton on a little nephew, aged but three
Tonight there will be another dazed a visit to his family. He departs on
months, died on the day succeeding
little band of deluded people, torn the morrow for Santa Fe to resume his
father s death.
from their spiritual moorings and his duties as assistant to the territoadrift on the tossing ocean of despair. rial land commissioner.
The OdHc leads; others tag.
Then after a time somebody else will
rise up and make the same foolish
claims to powers as a prophet, and
Have only one doctor just one I No
the wheel of human credulity will
sense in running from one doctor to
The world's
make another turn.
another 1 Select the best one, then
wisdom will probably never reach the
stand by him. No sense in trying this
point where there are no fools, for
Ask yoar doctor about Ayer't Cherry Pec- thing, that thing, for your cough. Carefools and wise men are only relative
toral for throat and lung troublet. Doctors fully, deliberately select the best cough
each the
terms and differentiate
hoae prescribed Ufo, 70 year,.
medicine, then take it. Stick to it.
other.

If anticipating buying a gift of Silver, Cut Glass, China or
Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST.

3

Entered at the Postofflce at East
Las Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s

x 37

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc.
r
Take advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
saves yov. ten PER CENT on your purchase.
-

'?

3--4;

7,--

3--

matter.

1--

Daily.

Per Year by Carrier
Per Month by Carrier
Per Week by

$7.00
65
20

Carrier.,...
Weekly

vne year

1.00

(

A

FORLORN-HOP-

If Indications count for anything,
then the hope of Las Vegas, Raton,
Banta Fe and other towns in New
Mexico securing a low excursion rate
to Albuquerque on October 15th, on
the occasion of President Taft's visit
to the Duke city, is a forlorn one.
,The Optic was the first paper to ad
vocate the granting of a low excur
sion rate, say $2 for the round trip
from this city to Albuquerque on the
day mentioned, with correspondingly
low rates from Raton and Santa Fe
hut soon thereafter it was announced
by the general passenger agent of
the Santa Fe system that one-far- e
for the round trip from New Mexico
'
points would be the best that this
road could do in the matter.
It seems that the Santa Fe is not
the only road that is going, to refuse to grant low excursion rates
on this ' occasion, as the exchanges
In this territory, Texas and Arizona
also show that the Rock Island and
.Paso & Southwestern are offering no
better rates to El Paso for the Tatt- Diaz meeting than one fare for the
round trip.
Thus it is evident that the railroads
are in a combine to force the public
to either pay the fare asked or stay
1

'

at

:'

v.

I

--

home.

The Santa Fe New Mexican, like
The Optic, is for a low excursion
rate to Albuquerque on the fifteenth
of next month and it takes occasion
to remind the Santa Fe railway that
it owes it to the people to come down
off lta high horse. Says the New
Mexican:
'The Santa Fe system should give
Santa Fe and Las Vegas a fare of $2
for the round trip to Albuquerque and

I
i

-

I

TAIIPERT,

''Me. Las Vegua, N.M.

It

Jeweler and Optician.
-:-

-

600 Douglas Avenue.

FALL OPENING

,f'cows

......$2.00

Six Months

J.

; H.

5--

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Gorhnm-Silve-

;

'.

Pretty?
Well.

Ra.ther!
That's what you'll say when
this fall for your

you come in

Suit, Hat, and Shoes. You'll find
that we have improved since your last

call; a better service, a finer spirit, a
readier accomodation, a livelier sense
of our obligations to our customers, a
greater desire to do it right.
We try to gain in these matters every
day to learn something better for the
use of our friends.
We'll satisfy those who want a
Suit for $15.00 this is our specialty.
Can you make use of an extra pair
of Trousers or two? From $2.50 to
$5.00, special clearing at $1.98, all
sizes.
Henry H. Eoelofs Hats the latest
black stiff hats, $3.50 to $5.00.
Our Footwear department is a winner.
Shoes $3.50 to $5.09; house Slippers 75o
to $2.?0.
,
Wilson Bros. Shirts, $1.25 to $1.75.
Neckwear, 25o, 50o, 75o, and tl.OO.
The latest fancy Testings, $1.75 to

faWiJ?

Our Underwear department is larger than ever.
Per garment, 50c, 75o, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50 and 2.00

One Doctor

J; A. Taichert,
615

Lincoln Ave. next to
-

Wells-Farg-

o

M.
Express Co., E. Las Vegas, N.

We satisfy out of town trade hy mail.
SB

Tho Fail Fashions for 1BOB

1

The

of broadcloths,

serges,

wide-wal-

one-piec-

Fabrics .

e

braided and plain silk Dresses.

Tailored Dresses

e

'

.i

and Voiles etc. 'Z The long fitted Moyen age coats.

Those

Girlish college Dresses for Women, Misses and Children
are here in all styles and fabrics

N.M.

Hcivcst ideas in Drosses

Those smart dresses of Silks
.

mm

E.LasVecas.

The elaborately

The expression of personality in Wearing Apparel is an art in
e
which the designers of our
Dresses have attained success.
Each of the many models favor"1 a particular type varying in
material, color and style, so that the wearer is dressed fashionably
r
and with a touch of exclusiveness not to be obtained in
garment's at any other store.
They are attractively priced at $45, $35, $30, $25. $22.50, $17.50
and as lbw as $15.

all

one-piec-

all our cases and racks are

FOOTWEAR

Evory

the "Store of Quality"

Bit

In Almost Endless Array
The new Tailored Suits.

'

"All that has been produced in desirable new styles of
Autumn and Winter shoes for Women is here ready for our
patrons inspection. ''The Gypsy," "The Suede," "The Wing"
all show new fashion( features that must be seen to be understood, all leathers, buttons or lace, welt or turn,

$3.00 to $5.00
Our Children's Shoe section has almost doubled its space,
the sequel of ' 'EVERY CUSTOMER SATISFIED. "

Ready-to-Wea-

full; double the amount we had last year.

Prices are
$15,?20,$25, $35, $40, $45, $50, and $ 60

The favorite fabrics are Broadcloth, Cheviots, Chiffon; Taffeta,
the ruling style is the low line "Moyen age" model, kilted and
pleated Skirts, plain tailored or with only slight touches of braid or
embroidery trimmings.

Waiala
7jo Hcvi
Are Here

Women's and Misses'

WE SHOW
New Fall Shirts, all kinds
75c to $2.50
for
The New Roller Hats
Men; the new gray, black, tan, $3.50
-New Fall Florsheim Shoes, button or lace, Calfskin,
.$4.00 and $5.00
Patent, Vici, newest lasts
k

.

"

Tailored Suits

in tho Men's and Boys'
Stock

New Fall Neckwear

Never so beautiful as now; never so
many to select from.
The Silk Jersey Waist, new this
Season, in navy, black, and reseda.

We show a PALMER GARexactly like cut No.
strictly tailored Suits of

MENT
3449a

Soliel.

Copenhagen

Semi-fittin-

$6.50 to $12.50
'

In green, blue and black, $6.50 to $8.50

large jet buttons. Lined with
gray satin. Length
seven gored plaited skirt.

New Lace Waists
A great variety,

We have so many more we
would like to show you. All
fabrics in vogue this season: so
many new and pleasing de-

signs, it is hard to describe
them. You must see them.

Prices,

$15io$5Q

.

Box pleated or plain,

u .$2.00 to $3.50
.

Shirt Department

men's Underwear
Men's all wool "Staley Underwear" the best Underwear we
know of for the money, large ample garments and absolutely all wool, $1.50, to $2.50.

Cooper's Spring Needle Cotton

$3.50 to $9.50

New Tailored Waists

v

4i

Lord & Taylor FINE HOSIERY for Men, 25c, 35c, 50c, 65c
s, and 75c, same as. shown in New York, the price is the same.
'

Boys' New Suits

The largest assortment ever brought to Las Vegas.
Everything :
for the Boy or Young Man. Suits foe $1.50 to $20.00. All''
the newest styles.f

Panama, Worsteds, Serges,. Broadcloths; black, blue, gray, brown, Boys' Caps, Waists, Shoes, Underwear,
hair-lin- e
the best and "the latest."
stripe or favisibW stripe,. $5 to $25. i5 f

v'i. ,, 1 :t green, :red, fancy

,

New York Styles, Persian Patterns, satin stripes,
figures, 50c, 65c, $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00 Bats,

Superior Union Suits a complete line from heavy all cotton ribbed to all Australian lamb wool, $1.25 to $3.50 Suit.

New Taffeta Waists

med with stripes of black and
gold soutache and fastens with

-

fV V.

g

Jacket has coat collar trim-

'

y Neckwear.
Hats, are
'
I

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
York and Rome, Miss., this aftsrnooa,
accompanied by her mother, Mrs.
Burchell. They will visit a a ster and
a daughter at the latter place,
A. P. Moore, a locomotive fireman
methods during the
plying out of Belen on the cut-ofis a new patient at the local railmany years of our
road hospital, arriving here from the
south on No. 10 this afternoon.
dealings have proven
Robert Rasper, who returned home
wisdom
of
tradthej
yesterday from Denver, was the
ingwith us. While
guest of Mr. and Mrs, David Holzarth
in that city, former Las Vegas pwple.
working for a busiMrs. Holzarth is a sister of his.
ness we have been
v
Charles S. Brown, formerly of this
city, but who is now with the Charles
working for a repuIlfeld company in Albuquerque, is vistation; we have gainiting Harvery's highest today, In comed it and it will be
pany with Stanley Corson,' a nephew.
Dr. and "Mrs." M. F. DesMarais and
deal,'
upheld. Every
the baby leave for the Indian festiviwith us is a satisfac-- "
ties at Taos, Monday morning, being
accompanied on the
trip
tory dealwe guaby Lorenzo Delgado, the genial coun
rantee that.
ty clerk.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Coddington leave
the city tomorrow afternoon on a trip
WINTERS DRUG CO.
which will include Chicago, Aurora
and Bloomlngton, 111. They will also
3
Main
Telephone
visit Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Noyes In
:
Kansas City.
BRIDGE STREET
Dr. F. T. V. Vest, O. G. Schaefer, C.
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
M. Bernard and J. S. Sackman leave
on an evening train for Socorro, In
which Gem city of New Mexico the
PERSONALS
grand lodge of Knights of Pythias con
venes on Monday. '
Mrs. A. C. Coggins, who had spent
M.' Schott Is around
New
from
summer with an invalid son at
the
York again.
Plaza
the
hotel and sanitarium here,
ChiDr. R. A. Morley will depart for
departed this afternoon for Birmingcago on a night train.
F. M. Evans arrived here from Los ham, Ala., her son accompanying her
on the homeward trip as far as
Angeles. Cal.. last evening.
L. T. Ewing is at Hotel Castaneda
M. Rigney a bonus timekeeper for
today from San Francisco.
H. W. Stephenson reached town the Santa Fe at Belen, arrived in
this city today and went out to the
from Pueblo, Colo., last evening.
Pearson Joell is a guest at the El- railroad hospital where he will under
dorado hotel from San Francisco.
go a course of treatment for an ail
Albino B. Gallegos left town this ment contracted in the lower counmorning for his Las Conchas ranch. try.
Fred P. Kahnt. a Denver commercial
John S. Taylor, who Is largely In
tourist, is at Hotel La Pension today, terested in the region round about
A
Pordova ia In town todav from Fort Sumner, N. M being a member
p
his sawmill near Lucero, Mora county. of the Fort Sumner Mining and Devel
H. Emninga is at tne rsew upuc opment company, has been In this
from Golden, III.; W. E. Zirkle from city today, en route to his home in
Kansas City.
Toneka.
Wilson W. Mills, son of Chief Jus
Harrv J. Jones, Clem Russell and
F. B. Gibson are In the city today tice and Mrs. W. J. Mills, will leave
tomorrow for New Haven, Conn,
from Denver.
where he goes to resume his studies
Wallace Springer departed on
mornine train for Madison. Wis., to at Yale university, from which fore
most educational institution he will
attend school.
Dr. Wm. Porter Mills came home graduate next year.
Jose Segura, a lad who was injured
this afternoon from a visit to Wat-rouin the left hand by a piece of heavy
and vicinity.
A. B. Renehan, a prominent attor iron falling on the member when the
ney of Santa Fe, arrived here on an little fellow was off his guard, came
to the city this afternoon from La
afternoon train today.
Attorney O. A. Larrazolo left town Joya. N. M., and was taken to the
this morning on the limited for Al Santa Fe Employes' hospital for need
,
ed repairs.
buquerque and Gallup, N. M.
Mrs. Francisco Leyba returned here
Miss Merle Schlott has gone to
Cuervo, where she is governess to yesterday afternoon from a visit to
the children of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar relatives at Santa Cruz, N. M. She
Neafus.
had to be helped to her home on ac
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, president of count of a sprained ankle, the rethe San Miguel National bank, will sult of a wagon accident while being
leave tomorrow for a business trip to driven to Santa Fe to board the cars
'
Chicago.
for Las Vegas.
H. McCreary, William Clark, A
L. Stinson, chief engineer of D.
Etter and J. S. Taylor came to tot A. L.Camfleld's
ar
reservoir
Jtiausus
irom
uny yesteruay rived In the city yesterdayprojects,
afternoon
' city
afternoon.
.
Greeley,. Colo., to look over the
Pantaleon Garcia has arrived ; in from
situation
here. He was accompanied
Mora
town from Guadalupita,
county,
by James W. McCreery, Mr. Camfleld's
attorney, and their coming together at
"
by his family.
this particular time, bodes no ill to
Tomas C. de Baca has returned to Las Vegas.
town from Trinidad, In which city he
Homan D. Hallett, formerly of the
had been employed as a writer on a Clyde ranch In Mora county, passed
Spanish newspaper.
through the city yesterday, accomMrs. Lorenzo Armijo has gone to Al- panying his mother, Mrs. Altle Hal
buquerque from this city to be at lett, to Los Angeles, Cal., from a trip
the bedside of her mother, who Is re to Europe. Mr. Hallett now resides
ported seriously ill at her home there. in Detroit, Mich., where he is interMrs. J. H. Ward returned home this ested in a firm that manufactures
afternoon from Santa Fe, In which automobile supplies.:
city she had been the guest of Mr.
ana Mrs. C. E. Michael several days. FUNERAL OF MISS NELLIE
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, district
FUNKHAUSER AT TRINIDAD
attorney in a lower tier of counties,
was en route to Chicago this afterMrs. Nellie Funkhauser, mother of
noon from his home in Las Crucea, Nellie
'
Funkhauser, whose sudden
N. M.
Trinidad last Saturday night
death
Mindon McGee, the day clerk at was a at
shock to her many friends, ar
the local roundhouse, has been hand- rived in Trinidad Wednesday
from
ed transportation which he will put Bisbee, Ariz. Her eldest
daughter,
In use tomorrow on a vacation trip Miss Helen Funkhauser,
met her
to Chicago.
mother there, coming down from
'
United States Attorney David J.
The funeral was held Friday morn
Leahy came home this afternoon
from Santa Fe, where he had been in ing at 10:30 from the chapel of the
attendance at federal court for the Trinidad Undertaking company, and
first judicial district.
the body was interred in the family
W. H. Dearstyne, a traveling repre- lot in the Masonic cemetery beside the
sentative of the Peters' Paper com- three bodies of the little brother and
pany at Denver, postal cards the trade sisters whose untimely deaths were
that he will be in this city circus day, two years ago such a shock to the
no preventing providence.
mother, who now has all the sympathy
of the city in her fourth dreadful
motive engineer, departed for New

Trustworthy

f,

THESE

WE ARE SHOEING A, BIG.UNE

OAPtTAL

Stoves, Heaters

Your Are is never

out!

O
O

from $1.50 up.
BE SURE to see oar line before par'
chasing elsewhere.
NO EXTRA CHARGE to set up
Stoves bought from us.

O

65c

85c

'

1

Only

9--

Las Vegas Savings Bank
OFFICE WITH

I

XT

SCORES

Stoves!

104 36 .743
Pittsburg
:
94 46 .671
Chicago
AuMJKdIxIiI
83 52 .615
New York
70 70 .500
Cincinnati
.69 .72 .490
Philadephia
49 89 .355
Brooklyn
47 90 .343
"Does your son profit by your ex St. Louis
39 98 .285
Boston
,
ample?"
"Thunder, no! Why, he wants to get
American League
married!" New York Heraid.
Won.Lost.Pct.
92 51 .644
"Where do they wind you up, Miss Detroit .
53 .627
Philadelphia
...,.89
Skreeker?"
83 60 .584
Boston
"Wind me up!"
69 72 .490
"Yes, pa said you sang mechanic Chicago
68 73 .482
New York
ally." Houston Daily Post.
69 75 .479
Cleveland
81 .426
. a . 60
"Whenever I try to make a speech St. Louis
38 104 .268
Washington
everybody laughs."
"I know how to fix that."
Western League
"Howr
Won.Lost.Pct.
"Try to say something funny."
93 67 .620
Sioux City
Cleveland Leader.
Des Moines
..89 59 .601
.80 67 .544
Crawford This long dry spell must Omaha
70 72 .4S.3
Topeka
be bad for the farmers.
78 .4(59
Crabshaw I suppose so; but Just Wichita
..,..69
.67 78 .462
think what a blessing It has been to Denver-- .v.
60 86 .411
the fellows who bought those J4.99 Lincoln
..57 88 .393
Pueblo
summer suits. Puck.

Largest Assortment in Las Vegas of
New and 2nd Hand Heaters
ONE DOLLAR AND UP
Investigate Before Buying.

J. C. Johnsen

I

Son

&

Phone Main 258

523 Douglas Ave.

'

.

.............

.

Post I don't see the difference be
GAMES
. ..YESTERDAY'S
tween playing bridge for prizes and
..
'., i
'3f J
gambling for money.
National League
Parker There s a lot ; When you Cincinnati . . .020 020 023
9
play for money you get something New York . . .110 00 10 00012
worth having. St. Louis Post-Dl- s
Bowman, Cantwell and Clark
patch.
and Schley, Wilson.
R.
Score
Mrs. Wlggs (on the mountain top) Brooklyn
300 102 20412
ma
isn t the scenery grand and
6
St. Louis ......111 000 003
jestic?
Rucker and Bergen: Harmon
Mr. Wlggs Yes.
Phelps.
Mrs. wiggs How can you be so
R.
Score
2
010 001 00
apathetic? In all this mountain gran Pittsburg
deur do you not feel anything?
100 0001
Philadelphia
.,..000
Mr. Wlggs Yes; thirsty. Exchange
Maddox
and Gibson; Moore

"

9
13

Ames
II. E
16
15

and
H. E.
4
8

and

Dooin.

R. H. E.
Prosecuting Attorney (Frozen Dog)
Score
Your honor, the sheriff's bull pup Chicago
9 11
.001 052 01
has gone and chawed up the court Boston
000 001 0001 8
Bible.
Kroh and Moran, Archer;. Brown,
Judge Weill make the witness kiss Evans, Cooley and Graham.
the bull pup, then. We can't adjourn
court for a week jest to hunt up a
American League
new Bible San Antonio Express.
Al games postponed on account of
rain i or wet grounds.
"I hear, my boy, that you have late
false
ly told your mother several
Western League
hoods. This grieves me to the heart.
Score
R. H. E,
5
Always tell the truth, even though it Pueblo
140 000
6 1
may bring suffering upon you. Will Topeka
7 9 0
, ..202 021 0
,
you promise me?"
J. Locke and Williams; Hendrlcke,
"Yes, father,"
and Kerns.
Wright
"Very well. Now go and see who is
Score
R. H. E.
knocking at the door,. If it's the col- Denver
103 400 0008 6 2
lector, say I'm not at home." Detroit Wichita
000 001 0001 6 4
'
Knowles and Haas; Shaner: Altch- Bon ana jokerst.
Contentment may be better than
Score
R. H. E.
man
is
but
the
average
willing Lincoln
riches,
.110 000 100 3 8 3
a
riches.
with
chance
to take
120 011 0038 12 0
Omaha
Saun
Farthing and Nunnemaker:
ders and Gondlng.
' R. H. E.
Score
Des Moines
201 000 11
5 7 0
,

News-Tribun-

e.

.......

,

,

Sioux City

001 000

0001

7

3

Lang and Lewis; Wilson and Towne.

America.! Association
s
At Toledo
eame
postponed on account of rain.
At Columbus Columbus 4: Milwau
'
kee 2.
At Indianapolis Indiananolia 9? st.
Paul 4.
At Louisville Louisville City 1.
Toledo-Minneapoli-

4-

Blast

J

ivft'

A

Grand and petit jurors for the No
vember term of district court In San
Miguel county were drawn bv the
constituted authorities at the court
house here this morning. The federal
side of the court convenes on the
second Monday of November and ter
ritorial court on the third Mondav
of that month.
Zeke Weatherby

up In town I saw

burning the GAS
hair f soft coal

Dr. X R. Morrison, chief physician
and surgeon of the Santa Fe hospital
board, accompanied by Conductor Van
Way, of Los Angeles, and Engineer C.
C. Davis, of Albuquerque, made an
official Inspection of the shops and hos
pital in the Duke city this week, that
completed their annual inspection tour
from that city to San Francisco. The
official Santa Fe hospital board ' met
The
September 13 in Los Angeles.
members of the board consist of the
general superintendent of the road,
superintendent of motive power, the
chief physician, a representative of
the transportation department and a
representative of the mechanical de
partment All the regular hospitals
In the larger cities and all emergency
hospitals at Wlnslow, Needles, San
Bernardino and Point Richmond were
found to be In first class condition.
The largest regular hospital at Los
Angeles is in charge of Dr. Tyroler,
who was married in Albuquerque to
miss Freda Barth in 1902. Assisting Dr.
Tyroler is Dr. Cutter, who was former
ly the Santa Fe physician at the hos
pital in Albuquerque.

DAHC
Beginners' Class

starts

next Monday.

tiatas:

$5.00
Ladies, $3.00 for
Gontloman,

The damage to the Santa Fe tracks term of ten lessons. This includes
Two-Ste- p
by overflow of the river near La
and Waltz at Cain's
Joya has been satisfactorily repaired,
ana trains on tne mo urande division
Dancing: Academy.
are running on schedule
time.
M. W. CAIN.
After supervision of the repairs, F. L.
of the Rio
Myers, superintendent
Phone Main 257
Grande division, continued south on
a trip of Inspection as far a Las
Private lessons by appointment.
cruces.

Star Meat Market
Best K. C. Meats, Native Beef,
Fresh Fish, Chickens,
Smoked Meat.
AMADO HIDALGO, Cutter
Phone Vegas 450

Star Meat Market

Cleaning Tailor
Clothes Cleaned, Dyed

and
Repaired.
Made as good as new. Four
years experience in Paris,

N.

LEFTEN.

Bridge Street.

.

Phone Main 224

THE
HYGEIA
ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES:

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
200 to 1,000 lbs.
50 to 200 lbs.

Less than 50 lbs.

20c
30c
40c
50c,
75c

per hundred

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

- McGuire &
Phone Main 227
.if

Webb

Josh, while I was

full of sympathy. .
Josh Redhawk (grimly)
to be full of it, by heck.
mine.Chicago News. ,

Shows Top Draft

INSPECTION OF
FE HOSPITALS

SANTA

the churn drummer

that ran away with your old woman.
He's not a bad fellow. Josh. He's Just

-.

COMPLETE

He ought
He's got

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Go.
'of Lacs Vegas.- '''VlM'
-

A--

idim

vir'i

Drink MacBeth mineral water while
W9 are now making the finest beer in the Southwest.'
the city water Is bad and' regain your
hpme industry anl telephone your orders te ns for either
health. Telephone purple 6362. J
3

A good piano for

rent

bottle beer.

413 Tenth

,

PHONES MAIN 67, 61 and 32.

Btreet

I

Stoves!

Stoves!

We Can Save Yon Mooey

limn

,

518 Douglas Avenue.

$

National League
Won.Lost.Pct.

Let us show you this remarkable
heater this clean stove this continuous fire holder this expense
cutter this beauty.

J. GEH RING,

Seen Miguel Na.tiorva.1 Bank.

HOW THEY STAND

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

lf

L

SAVINGS BANK

and add to it from time to time and see how it grows.
Old age won't have any horror for yon, if such a
bank account is yours.
YOUR DEPOSITS HERE BECOME FRIENDS IN NEED.

1

BASEBALL

in the lead of all stove dealers.

Burns Any Fuel Soft Coal, Hard Coal, Wood or Cobs.

.

&$&

at

nnnnnf

.

'

Cotton

10-- 4

the most sweeping statement ever

j

,

life-lon-g

Doble Cotton,

Blankets.
for the $ 1.00 Heavy
Jalanketa, all colors.

A hat full of coal
in a Cole's Hot Blasif burns all night, and in the
morning instead of building the fire, shivering in a
chilled room and waiting for the fire to heat up,
Hot
you open a draft only.
$10 Up
And there ' is f ael enough left to warm up
nicely.
Take note that this heater burns
We not only say this. We guarantee it, and soft
coal, hard coal, wood,
oar word is backed by the largest manufacturer
slack,
lignite or cobs and we
of soft coal heaters in America.
guarantee it against any heater,
We gurantee a saving in fuel of a third. size for size, at twice or three times
This is a conservative guarantee. You really save its price.
to 60" per cent of your winter's fuel bill by
Ours is the Original Cole's Hot
stove.. ,
this
using
Blast, with the name Cole's oh the
.'. In fact, our guarantee on Cole's Hot Blast is feed door.
one-ha-

m95

i

FORT, worth 13.50.

50c for the

O

LIFE LONG FRIEND
is a friend indeed. At age one, pat a dollar out at interest
with this
v

big sis
Silkolene COM

hand-knotte-

O. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
F, B. JANUARY, Attt. Cashier.

President

A

Blankets and Comforts
in great array
$2.48 for an

Prildnt

M .CUNNINGHAM,
FRANK SPRINGER, Vic

Interest, Paid on Time Deposits

Base-Bvirne- rs

pat behind a heater, and it pats us

Cole's

C5Q, CCD, CD

J.

and

A hat full of coal lasts all night
:$ HOT BLAST
in
That is a tremendous fact for users of
heaters.

tit

--

1

i

PAID

01 CD, CUD. QD

y

,

FIVE

1909

SanM i&MIMiona IBank
of Las feps
q
"Co

Reraiud us that it ia now time
'
to get ready for winter.
i

s

s

25,

COOL MIGHT?

.

cross-countr-

SEPTEMBER

SATURDAY,

1

x

Boost
keg or

SIX

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

Illustrated Settlement 10 Payment Life.
Is what every advertiser "wants
for bis money. He gets it from

Want Ads

tJ

......

ItOBISON, President

B. U.

Omaha, Nebraska,

U. 8.

:

Lindsay, Neb., June, 8, 1909.

They are certain money getters. They bring quick and
satisfactory returns. Advertisers say so the checking sheet
proves it Try one today and
be convinced.

USE

To-wl- t:

Life Company

Optic

25, 1909

Estray Advertlsoment
Notice ia hereby given to whom U
may concern that the following a
scribed estray animal was taken ui by
Francisco Jaramlllo, Jarales, N. M.
One mare with small colt,
Branded
fT"!
On left hip
One red horse.
Branded
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
Jays after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when- found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOABD,
'
,
Albuquerque, N. M.'
1st pub. Sept., 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909

,

t?e Bankers Reserve

Quick Action

SEPTEMBER

SATURDAY,

THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
.
Omaha, Nebr.
Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. I desire to
state that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
the surplus being in excess of estimate given when policy was
,

BOSS PATENT FLOUR
And You Will Always Have

THE

-

x

BOSS BREAD

V

Ettray Advertisement.
TELEPHONE MAIN 2
Nctlce Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following dewritten.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assessFrancisco Jaramlllo, Jarales, N. M.
ment I have.
One sorrel
mare, with
small colt.
Joseph H. Engelka.
"
Branded
THE SURPLUS EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE
On right shoulder
WANTED Experienced girl for cookOne red colt, two years old.
ing and housework. Address X, care
For Rates and Information Write
Branded
Optic.
'
On right hip
animal
Said
unknown
ti this
being
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
once.
Ad
at
wiUMiij saleslady
Board, unless claimed by owner oh or
to whom it
Notice is hereby given to wham It
dress P. O. box 6, East Las Vegas.
Notice
is
given
hereny
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
New Mexico and Arizona
may concern that the following de-- , may concern that the following dedays after last appearance of this ad- scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
Pioneer Building
East Las Vegas, K, M.
SITUATION WANTED By a good
vertisement, said estray will be sold Romulo Blea, Trementina, N. M.
J. J. Haynes, Hanley, N. M.
colored girl for general house work
by this Board for the benefit of the
One dark bay horse, about
One red bald faced cow.
owner when found.
11 years old, weight 850 pounds.
and plain cooking, 121 Railroad ave
Branded
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
Mrs. Muggins When
nue. M. 267.
Branded
you were
On right ribs
- Albuquerque, N. M.
1EXT MONDAY CIRCUS
On left shoulder
young did you ever cherish an Ideal? 1st
1909
"
Oct.
22,
2,
last
pub. Sept.
pub
Mrs. Bugglns Mercy. No! I started
Branded
Branded
SALESMAN WANTED Experienced
f?S
DAY IN LAS VEGAS right out to marry a real man.
On left hip
.
On left neck
men.
advertising
Best
novelty
Ebtray Advertisement
Branded
eelling line of calendars, combina
Notice is hereby given to wbom it
P
Ear mark
Gambling
On right shoulder
U
tion bank books, leather eoods
out to see a circus your life against 25 cents is Just ex- may concern that the following
turns
Everyone
and novelties on the market. Trade
was
taken
animal
up
One black horse, about 5 years old,
by
and the crowds that gather actly what you are
esiray
parade,
animal
Said
to
unknown
if
this
being
you neg
doing
well established. Liberal contract. to watch the
N. M.
about 750 or 800 pounds.
grand spectacular parade lect a cough or cold on the chest in Butcher" Shearon, Moriarty, old.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or weight
Exclusive territory. Apply quick. given by Campbell
One big red cow,
Brothers' Big Con- stead of
Branded
WT
10
Oct.
before
said
date
12,
'09,
it with Ballard's
being
Branded
,
iuconomy
On left Jaw'
overusing Co., Iowa City, solidated shows when they exhibit in Horehoundtreating A
ad25 cent bottle of
of
after
last
this
appearance
days
Syrup.
'
left
On
ribs
Las Vegas on next Monday, September this
. t
y
vertisement, eald estray will be sold .Branded
splendid remedy will cure an or
27th, will witness one that 13 unexcell
On left hip
V
this Board for the benefit of the
by
' dinary cough, heal the lungs and act
SALESMAN WANTED covering ter ed anywhere today.
Ear mark
as
a
tonic
for
owner
entire
when
found.
Sold
your
system.
Horses are always a leading feature by. Central Block
Said animal being unknown to this
ritory of New Mexico, to carry the with
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Depot Drug Co.
every circus, and Campbell
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this
, strongest,
N.
M.
most complete souvenir Brothers
Albuquerque,
have spent years In raising
before Oct. 12. '09, said date being 10
Tommy Pop, what is memory? Board, unless claimed by owner on or 1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
Holi and training their hundreds and hunpostcard line, as side line.
after last appearance of this ad
10
before
Oct.
12,
said
date
days
'09,
being
is
Pop
Memory, my son,
day cards sell rapidly now. Chance dreds of fine horses that are exhibited Tommy's
vertisement said estray will be sold
Advertisement.
what enables a man to remember days after last appearance of this ad
Estray
in
both
and
street
in
free
the
parade,
to make big money. Address Gart
vertisement, said estray will be sold
what he ought to forget
Notice is hereby given to whom it oy tbis Board for the benefit of the
the various ways under the big top.
ner & Bender, Dept. S, Chicago.
y this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the following de- owner when found.
The horses are attractive, but we
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
must not fail to mention their riders;
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Many people delude themselves by wner when found.
Albuoueraue. N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
H. C. Brooks, Alma, N. M.
scores and scores st really beautiful spying "It will wear away," when they
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909
Albuquerque, N. M.
One dark brown horse,
women, gaily and magnificently cos- notice symptoms of kidney and bladtumed and all exhibiting different der trouble.- - This is a mistake. Take 1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909 unbroken, 6 or 7 years old, about 13
Estray Advertisement
hands high.
FOR RENT Three modern' house- feats of horsemanship and daring. Foley's Kidney Remedy, and stop the
Notice is hereby given to wham It
Advertisement. '
are the almost ungovern- drain on the vitality. It cures backthere
Estray
Then,
rooms.
414
Seventh
Branded
keeping
Inquire
lS"tlce is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following deable horses and broncos that are ache, rheumatism, kidney and bladder
On left hip
street
scribed estray animal was taken up by
mounted by cowboys; and the troop trouble, and makes every trace of may concern that the following de
A. D. Foster. Dwver. N. M.
of Russian Cossacks, whose services pain, weakness and urinary trouble scribed estray animal was taken up by
Branded
FOR RENT One bedroom, 921 Lin- Campbell Brothers have secured direct disappear. O. Q. Schaefe-- - and Red Hlglnlo Cordoba, Sandoval, N. M.
One gray mare, about 8
On right hip? ' .
One cow.
from the Steppes of Russia, at enor- Cross Drug Store.
years old, weight about 700 pounds.
coln.
mous expense, and who are famous
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
the world over for performing the
On left jaw
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On
FUR RENT Store room, No. 618 most wonderful and reckless
hip
right
feats on
Coal Land)
Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
before
(Not
Branded
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker. horseback with their horses going at Department of the Interior, U. S.
On left shoulder
days after last appearance of this adfull speed. Don't fall to see them; Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Ear mark
Sept
vertisement, said estray will be sold
also many other features too numer
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
ous to mention that are always a part
Notice is hereby
On left hip
that Jose B. Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
or every circus, as groups of beauti Medina, of Gonzales, given
San Miguel coun Board, unless claimed by owner on or
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOARD,
Said animal belna; unknown fn'thia
FOR SALE Complete household fur ful women posed as various characters ty, N. M., who, on February 6, 1903, before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
Albuquerque, N. M.
on the huge glittering wagons, bands made Homestead
toard. unless claimed by owner on or
No. 7423 for days after last appearance of this ad- 1st pub.
niture cheap. 414 Columbia.
Entry
1909
Oct.
2,
last
22,
pub
Sept
before Oct. 12, '09, said date being 10
of music and clowns, to say nothing of E
SB 4 of Section 10 and E.l-- 2 vertisement said estray will be sold
days after last appearance of tils ad
valuable menagerie that is carried NE
of Section 15, Twp. 17 North, by this Board for the benefit of the
URTaTTe TeamTHght "wagon and the
Advertisement
Estray
with these shows.
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
Kange 23 East, N. M. P. Meridian, owner when found.
Notice it hereby given to whom it Dy tnis Board for the benefit of the
set of double harness very cheap,
has filed notice of Intention to make
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de- - owner when found.
final five year proof, to esablish claim
' A Narrow Escape
Address A. H. Karr, 10 Main st,
Albuquerque, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Edgar N. Bayllss, a merchant of Ro- - to the land above described, before 1st pub. Sept. 22, last pub Oct. 2, 1909 fuibed estray animal was- taken up by
East Las Vegas, N. M,
Francisco Jaramlllo, Jarales, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
blnsonville, Del., wrote: "About two Robert L. M. Ross, II. S. court com
1st pub. Sept 22, last pub Oct 2, 1909
One black mare.
at Las Vegas, N. M., on
Advertisement.
BEAUTIFUL fifteen dollar willow years ago I was thin and sick, and missioner,
Estray
all the time and If I did not the 16th day of November, 1909.
.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Branded
'
plumes for ten dollars. Mrs. Forbes, coughed
Claimant names as witnesses:
Estray Advertisement.
have consumption, it was near to It
On right hip
may concern that the following deAscension Salazar, Julian Salazar, scribed
I commenced using Foley's Honey and
Notice
it hereby given to whom it
was
animal
taken
up
by
estray
One roan mare, with very small may concern that the
FOR SALE At a snap, on easy pay- Tar, and it stopped my cough, and I Jose Teodoro Gonzales, Benigno Ro C. D. Wilson,
Capltan, N. M.
following deM.
N.
of
,
all
mero,
colt
Gonzales,
now
scribed
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Short Orders and Regular Dinners
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
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CITY
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$500,000 A DAY TO RUN
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a half ounce of Virgin Oil of Pine
compound pure and a half pint of
Shake well, and
straight whiskey.
take in; doses of a teaspoonful every
four hours. This mixture possesses
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A woman Imagines that she has
25.00
among its enemies has been a largely berlain's Liniment and observing the San.. Francisco
S'ore.
25.00 beauty; a man that he has brains.
contributing factor. Whother this con- directions with each bottle faithfully, San Diego
'.
cure may, in most cases, be effected Pasadena
25.00
F. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
What's in a name? Even the king dition will be repeated this ye;ir reGo With A Rush
at
Redlands
in
to
less
mains
Is
one
be
each
than
it
neverthe, 25.00
but
week's
month,
seen,
time.
This
act
evenings
like
the deuce.
Tuesday
may
The demand for that wonderful1
25.00
less an undeniable fact ths the ami liniment is a most remarkable prepa- Sacramento
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visitv.
. 25.00 Stomach, Liver and Kidney Cure, Dr.
Tammany forces this fall seem to be ration; try it for a sprain or a bruise. San Jose
ing brothers are cordially invited.
25.00 King's New Life Pills--ls
more active than ever before. As a or when laid up with chronic or mus- Santa Barbara
astounding-- all
C.
E.
John Thornhill, president;
cular rheumatism, and you are certain Fresno
. .
, 25.00
druggists say they never saw tho
Is
New
York
result
forward
looking
The
the
finest
the
latest,
flavor,
very
like.
Its
because
to
never
be
secretary..
25.00
with the prompt relief Monterey
fall to
Ward,
they
best. . It's Kellogg's Toasted Rice to one "of the liveliest- elections in its wnicn delighted
25.00 cure Sour Stomach, Constipation, Init arrords. For sale by all deal- Ontario
history.
a
It's
Try
package
ers.
25.00 digestion, Biliousness, Jaundice, Sick
Phoenix
RED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
To Walk on Music
25.00 Headache, Chills and Malaria. Only Kingman
As a result of the installation of the
Brotherhood ha.l every second andjWalting for y(m at
eTOCen.t Blg
..."
35.60 25c.
wigg "Young Sillicus is dead in Goldfield
largest organ In the World, with one love."
fourth Tnursaay, sleep ai ine iB""i, package for 10 cents.
.'
"Oh.
come
.
he'll
35.60
to
lif
Wagg
Tonopah
exception, guests at the official banrun. Visiting-brotheralways welDon't abuse the rich; we can't alt
25.00
Guaymas '
celebra- again."
quet of the Hudson-FutloDavid
,
come to the wigwam.
25.00 be paupers.
Mexico City
tion
Wedat
Hotel
Astor
next
the
25.00
Luis
Potosl
San
Flint, sachem; Waite H. Davla,
be
will
able
for
the
time
first
nesday
WhyT
Tickets and sleeping car space may
chief of records and collector ot
LAS VEGAS-SA- NTA
ROSA
on record literally to walk In music.
From a small beginning the sale and
had
to
be
by
applying
So tremendous is the organ which
wampum.
use of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy-haSTANDARD BLACK PIPE
has been Installed In the new Grand
AUTO LINE
extended to all parts of the TJnl- R. W. HOYT,
s
Ball Room of the hotel in which the
Ten
S. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64!i,
of Water Pine conaiRt.
tea btates and many foreign coun
1",
tries. WhyT Because it has proved
I. O. B. B. Meets every first WedRosa auto 4 banquet will be held that It will ingof
Agent
The Las Vegas-Sant- a
IV, 2", 21",
possible for guests to walk around 3", 4" & 6", Satandard Black Pipe new.
especially valuable for coughs and
nesday of the month In the vestr ' mall, express and passenger line 4 be
Las Vegas, N. M. colds.
Oil and Water Well Casing 11V,
in the air chests from which the
For sale by all dealers
room of Temple Monteflore, DougThe auto 4)
is now In operation.
pipes, varying In length from thirty- 9f",7",Sf,41".4,,3J",&3.
We also have a lot of new Galvanized
las avenue and Ninth street. Visitmakes the round trip between 4 two feet to the fraction of an inch,
a
of second hand
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three
receive their pressure. As this may Pipe. allAlso
ing brothers are cordially Invited.
sizes. Are
Prpe,
of this
Charles Greenclay; president; Rabbi
times a week, Mondays, Wed- - 4 be done while the organ Is playing,-person- pipe at reduced pricesdisposing
Investigating the pressure
J. E. Raisin, secretary.
We can dip pipe in asnhallnim. if re
nesdayg and Fridays.
The only Institution In New Mexico whose diploma It
boxes while a tune is in progress, will quired, at. custom prices.
recognized
The auto leaves Murphey's drug
California State Board of Education.
the
by
be actually walking In musical airs.
cut
and
threaded
to
Pipe
according
store at 7 a. m., visits both postThe siz as well as the intricacy of dimensions.
"It has more university graduates on Its facultx than any similar
offices and leaves Winter' drag 4 this remarkable organ,' far surpass
Pipe ready for immediate deiive.y,
Institution In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WINSHIP, Editor Journal ot
store on the West side for Santa 4 ing In detailed mechanism anything for any amount you wish.
,
Education, Boston.
Lm, write or telephone at our exwith which either Hudson or Fulton
Rosa.
Tickets can be purchased
Academic
we
and
will
Normal
course,
vou
pense
informa
give
Elementary
course, Full Normal course,
were acquainted, may be better unat either Murphey's or Winters' 4 derstood
tion over the telephone without any
Advanced Normal course, Kindergarten Trlnlng course, Music,
from its construction details. cost
Art,
to you.
4 Not less than 139
drug stores.
cables, containing
Training, Domestic Science, Stenography and Typewriting.
MAIL
ORDERS
PROMPTLY
The round trip fare Is $11; one 4 from thirty-tw- o
FILLED
to one hundred and
Railroad fare In excess of 75 miles paid by the Institution.
To reach
Adams PiDe Works
way $6. Each passenger Is al- - 4 sixty wires each are used for the take Santa the
Our
Ave.
Fe
graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination.
transmission of the necessary elec- Boulevard car at 7th & car or Pacific
lowed to carry not to exceed 25
Ask
Next
Term Begins SEPTEMBER 14th.
Broadway.
More than 1640 electro- conductor to let
you oif at Bay St., or
pounds of baggage. Express pack- - 4 trical power.
Ifor Further Information Address
also
to
will
noth- the Adams
be
used,
magnets
say
Wks.
Pipe
ages are also handled and can be 4
of one hundred and nineteen Phones:
ing
Broadway 1284
left at either of the drug stores 4 miles of insulated wire. All the work
B, S.
mentioned.
4 ing parts of the organ will be con-- 1
ADAMS
PIPE
COMPANY
-'
so
celebcealed
that the guests who
N. M.
2, A.
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Prices 25, 35, and 50 Cents
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till
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Stupendous
gation Traveling
With

"

h

LOW FARES
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California, Arizona,

L

the, Northwest, etc.
i
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Big Day
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Monday Sept. 27th,
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WATER PIPE
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New Mexico Normal University
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Dr.

Y

GO WEN President.
East Las Vegas,
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JELLY GLASSES

ext Week

Complete With Covers

I

Pboe Main 379

gg

Ludwig Wm. Ilf eld.

rS

IS

FicMingpiPreservicg.:;
WE SHALL HAVE

;

Extra Fine Green Tomatoes
Choice Mangoes

Michigan and Colorado .Concord Grapes
Free and Clingstone Reaches
'

(

v

-

4

and

Pure Cider Vinegar
from
A Mora County Orchard

WEATHER REPORT
September 24, 1909.
Temperature Maximum 79; mini
mum 40; range 39.
Humidity 6 a. m. 47; 12 noon 39;
6 p. m., 27; mean 47.
Forecast Partly cloudy
tonight
and Sunday; warmer tonight.

ex?

I

Special Men's Sanitary Fleece

1

At $1.00 Suit

ticket sale, which admits one lady fip
free with each 50 cent paid ticket.
This is for the opening attraction oi
2
Monday evening, September 27th.

1 Men's Heavy Ribbed Fleece

J

PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
H. C. Kelley Co.'s office, Pioneer
Building. E. D. Burks.

1

A FEW SPECIALS

ri

At $1.00 Suit

'

S3

.

,

LOCAL NEWS i
Monday is circus day,

IKE DAVIS

Get the best at Nolette's

Reports from Wagon

'

are

Mound

that the fair there yesterday was

Ladies' Heavy Ribbed Fleece

a

complete success, many of the agricultural exhibits being truly a surprise
to all who saw them. There were sev.
eral people in attendance from this
barber eity.

shop.

Juan Martinez was arraigned before
C. E. Nagle, a barber from Hudson, Justice of the Peace D. R. Murray
Kansas, has taken a chair at Fred this morning on the charge of being
Nolette's barber shop.
drunk. He pleaded guilty but as he
had spent all his money for booze,
Order your cream from T. T. he accepted eight days on the streets.
. ..
Turner.
It' makes a noticeable difference to
Gneral hunting licenses have been news gatherers when all the Jewish
Issued to Felipe Romero, L. C. Train- business houses of town and city are
closed. This, has been the case toer and Dr. H. W. Heymann.
day more nearly than it was on JewFor sale One Terrier male pup. ish New Year's, the 16th inst., on the
'
M. R. Williams, 623 Railroad avenue. eve of railroad pay day.

At 50c Suit

8S

All Men's Work Shirts

S3

75c Quality,

at 50c

.

Use Our

Pride Flour
Also Heetdquaurters for
All Kinds of F E E D

"

it

Phone

131.

SIXTH STREET

gj

and power in the forenoon tomorrow. had been lost for a number of years,
Is now located in Belen, N. M., where
Street cars will run as usual.
he is said to be a successful builde- contractor. Mr. McLaughlin built
and
to
new
enroll
students
Among the
residence of H. G.
at the Normal this week were the the handsome
Misses Edna and Hazel
Gerard, Coors, sr., in this city quite a . few
years ago.
daughters of a mesa dry farmer.
J. W. Reardon died of tuberculosis
The teachers comprising the faculty at Las
Vegas , hospital this morning
taken
of the Normal university, have
at the early age of 36 years. The
up the study of Spanish under Prof. body is
being held at the morgue of
Antonio Lucero.. Two lessons are Las
'
Vegas Undertaking
'
company,
weekly.
given
awaiting word as to its disposition
from Mrs. Mary Nelson, a sister residTomorrow will be the last Sabbath
ing In Kansas City, Mo.
Rev.
Van
of the third year of
nastorate in this city. His
George F. Miller, a resident of Mo
evening sermon will be, "There is ra county, has been granted a legal
None Like Him."
separation from his wife, Ella M. Miller, on the grounds of desertion and
of
this
The nubile school teachers
abandonment, the latter now living
city have entered upon the study of at Rose Hill, Iowa. The couple were
Civics and Health, which will be pur married in
Fort Scott, Kansas, Decem
sued by them in unison during the ber 5, 1906,
removing soon afterward
of
school.
term
winter
and
fall
to the then Indian territory Where
man and wife came to a parting of
rir n t,. RishoD. of Trinidad. Colo.. their ways.
t
who has accepted a call by the Bap
tist people of this city, will nil tne
HOME FOR SALE
usual appointments at this house of
A
house and two lots facing
and
tomorrow
morning
worship
east on the best part of Seventh
,
evening.
street; modern heating and plumbing;
large shade trees and fine lawn,
The funeral of the late .George front and rear; large barn and chicken
Labadie, who died at the hospital for house. Will be sold at great bargain
the insane here, was held at tne If taken within five days.
HARRIS REAL ESTATE CO.
West side Catholic church, the body
have been brought down town from
"
the asylum.

.

3

C

OF A GOOD BANK

'

qis important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come. jThe right Bank connection will be a material
help' to your every day business.
JThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or-

v

CRYSTAL THEATER

Tho ticket sale for the fenootusr- Wallock Stock company will open at
the box office at the Duncan opera
house on Monday morning, the date
that
hbinir rhanetpd from Saturdav
every one might have the opportunity
of taking advantage oi tne coupon

ganization.

We Have

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

DEALERS IN

Bridge Street -

The First National Bank

at the

Right Price

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier- E. D. RAYNOLDS. Cashier.

Mesilla Valley

Ail this week at

...

Boucher's
"THE COFFEE MAN"

or Sale

g

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in tne wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

A SNAP

'

FOR OUR
CUSTOMERS

From

A. PAPEH
4

returns following Friday. Leave
rders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
Co's.

RESERVING

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Film Service Unsurpassed
Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents, Children 5 cents.

trading

They are at their
best now for

Phone 144 and 145

morn-n-

8

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from bar'
rels on the bar.

Close in

acres under Ditch.

.

nicely, furnished.

house

Straight Guggenheim rye served
over the bar at the Antlers.

Good barn and Jersey Cow.

The best draft beer in the city. At
The Lobby, of course.

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

MONEY SAVED
Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

On Domestic Coal.

Free from Slate or Slack

D. w. CONDON

All

Real Estate Co.

kinds of

'

We have a new lot of laundry

i

Y

Fruits and

customers.

Vegetables

and if you are not

' Get one with our compliments
already a

patron give us a trial.
Our methods,

The BEST HEATS in Town.

We would be pleased to serve
you.(

-

STEARNS
Fanay tlatlve filutton
Veal

'

Ksnsas City andjlativo Beef
Homo Dressed Spring Chickens and Hens
All lllnda of Sausages

E. Las

Douglas Ave.

Fabst's draught beer on tap only
at Opera bar.

Vegas, N. M.

MAIN 81

Grocer.

The Boston Clothing llouse
Men's and Boys' clothing, furnishing
goods, hats, caps and shoes.

appliances and

supplies are the best known.

Spring Lamb

609

bags for the convenience of our

Foot Main Ht

Phone Main SI

Phone Main 85

Peaches

Fine For Preserving

II

,

i

-

All Aboard

Fresli Doiiey

Get Our Prices before buying.

Large Blue
PI
...vims

MOTION PICTURES

for. Harvey'sl
Carriage goes out Saturday

O. BROWN TRADING CO.,

ALFALFA. HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS.
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

.

YOUR SELECTION

PHONE MAIN 107 gj

Jam eg McLaughlin, formerly a resi
On account of some needed repairs
will be necessary to shut ofl light dent of Las Vegas, and of whom track

'

Las Vegas Roller Mills

LAS VEGAS STEAM

LAUNDRY

JdSt Flew eifs

Our Fall and Winter stock is now complete and
vwe are in a position to offer the best values in tewn.
We carrry the best makes in all lines, such as Hart
Schaffner and Marx Clothing; John B. Stetson and.
Hawes Hats.
Johnston & Murphys, Preston B. Knith and Selz '
.

Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
PERRY ONION,
Phone Main 276
Prop.

.

Shoes.

As tq Shirts, Underwear, Neckwear, Hosiery etc. y
we buy from the leading: Factories and Mills in the
buy in large quantities it
country. And. as-enables us to sell at prices that cannot be met
we

J

"

.s

.

t'.UU

It will be to your interest to inspect our line before
"'
:
..
rbtrying-"

Crooerm, Catcher and Dakerm

S3
S3
S3

Jake Graaf

.

Kl.

GREENBERGEB, Prop.

'

